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Introduction and Scope of the Challenge

The goal of the CMS Computing Software and Analysis challenge (CSA08) has been to test
the full scope of offline data handling and analysis activities which will be needed for the
CMS data-taking during the LHC operations in 2008. It constitutes the first full-scale challenge
with large statistics under the conditions expected at LHC startup: initial mis-alignments and
mis-calibrations as expected before collisions, and event signatures and rates typical for low
instantaneous luminosity. The focus for this exercise is on the offline detector commissioning,
with calibration and alignment constituting the central components.
The time window of CSA08 has been immutably fixed by its concurrency with the Common
Computing Readiness Challenge (CCRC08). While CSA08 has been a CMS-specific exercise,
CCRC was a multi-VO computing stress test, and its schedule had been defined several months
in advance to ensure synchronization between the large experiments. Details on the results of
the CCRC08 challenge can be found under [1].
The scope of the prompt alignment and calibration activities conducted during CSA08 is to
demonstrate the complete workflow in as realistic a manner as possible. This includes the
reconstruction of the data at the Tier-0, performing the skims selecting the information for
the alignment and calibration algorithms on the basis of HLT bits, including necessary background rejection, and running these algorithms at the CAF with a low turn-around latency in
the generation of new constants. The scope includes monitoring of all these steps wherever
possible. The full complexity of almost 20 calibration and alignment workflows intended for
startup were run concurrently, with interdependencies taken into account. The schedule was
matched to the pace of the reconstruction, and alignment and calibration were performed in
“real-time”, with resulting constants used to re-reconstruct the data. All exercises are technically conducted as prompt calibration and alignment workflows, though some of them, for
example muon system alignment with high p T muons, require data-sample sizes that in reality
will, at least initially, require several weeks or months to collect.
The main goals of the physics activities are the demonstration of near real-time feedback on the
quality of the reconstruction of physics objects and the carrying out of four detailed physics
analyses intended for early data, based on both the prompt and re-reconstructed data.
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2.1

Data Samples and Triggers
LHC Scenarios

The working assumption for the LHC commissioning sequence is shown in Table 1. Each line
is expected to last approximately 1 week, with 1-3 days allocated to data-taking by the experiments after machine setup. Two representative operations scenarios were chosen for the
purposes of CSA08: the 43 × 43 configuration with a luminosity of L = 2 × 1030 cm−2 sec−1
and the 156×156 configuration with a luminosity of L = 2 × 1031 cm−2 sec−1 . Data samples for
the challenge were be created for both scenarios: the sample called S43 for the first scenario and
the sample called S156 for the second. It takes 6 days at 100% efficiency to accumulate 1 pb−1 at
L = 2 × 1030 cm−2 sec−1 and 10 pb−1 at L = 2 × 1031 cm−2 sec−1 (or a month at 20% duty cycle).
This may be more than the actual time available to accumulate data at these configurations, but
the scenarios are meant to represent the average over several machine configurations.
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Data Samples and Triggers

Table 1: Planned LHC commissioning sequence (R. Bailey, Dec. 2007) and approximate instantaneous luminosities, bunch crossing occupancy, and inelastic collision rate.
Bunches β∗
Ib
Luminosity [ cm−2 sec−1 ] Occupancy/BX Interaction Rate
10
1×1
11 1 × 10
1.6 × 1027
Low
90 Hz
10
43 × 43
11 1 × 10
7.0 × 1028
Low
4 kHz
43 × 43
11 4 × 1010
1.1 × 1030
0.14
60 kHz
10
43 × 43
2 4 × 10
6.1 × 1030
0.76
340 kHz
156 × 156
2 4 × 1010
2.2 × 1031
0.76
1.2 MHz
10
156 × 156
2 9 × 10
1.1 × 1032
3.9
6 MHz

2.2

Trigger Menus

For the purposes of CSA08, it has been assumed that the corresponding output bandwidth
delivered by the Storage Manager can reach 300 MB/sec (raw data, before reconstruction).
For the S43 scenario, the bunch crossing rate is 480 kHz and the interaction rate (at L = 2 ×
1030 cm−2 sec−1 ) is about 100 kHz. Thus the trigger needs to reduce the crossing rate by a factor
of 1600, or the interaction rate by a factor 330, to achieve a 300 Hz output rate (assuming a 1 MB
event size). For the S156 scenario, the bunch crossing rate is 1.75 MHz and the interaction rate
(at L = 2 × 1031 cm−2 sec−1 ) is 1 MHz. Thus the trigger needs to reduce the crossing rate by a
factor of 6000, or the interaction rate by a factor 3700. Thus in either scenario, the output rate
of the Storage Manager is dominated by events with jets and leptons, with an admixture of
prescaled minimum bias and calibration events.
Assuming that both the S43 and S156 representative scenarios accumulate data for 6 days (corresponding to 1 pb−1 and 10 pb−1 of integrated luminosity, respectively), the number of events
logged by the CMS detector is 150M in each case (not counting the higher rate of special calibration triggers). To allow for a significant overlap of the S43 and S156 scenarios the trigger
has been simplified to only one trigger menu. Under this setup, samples which are needed for
both the S43 and S156 scenarios (e.g. minimum bias and jets) need only pass through the CPU
intensive simulation step once. The proper trigger mixes for each sample are subsequently implemented by introducing scale factors at the analysis level. For example in S156 the lowest jet
ET bin will be scaled by a prescale factor while another higher jet ET bin will be added.
In order to avoid wasting CPU on simulation of events which are subsequently rejected by the
trigger, generator cuts and filters are chosen such that efficiencies for events to be selected by
the combination of L1 and HLT is reasonably high. This implies that p̂ T thresholds are set close
to trigger thresholds, resulting in HLT-selected primary datasets that approximately represent
the expected kinematic distributions from real data, but not exactly. For all events the triggers
were run and their decisions were stored in the event independently of the outcome. All events
were fully reconstructed regardless of whether or not they were selected by any trigger.

2.3

Simulation Setup

Data samples were produced using full GEANT based simulation. The complete CMS detector,
including ECAL endcaps and preshower was configured. Versions 2 0 X of the CMSSW software were used in all stages of production, taking advantage of the tape space effective two file
writing scheme in which RAW and RECO data are written to separate files.
The center-of-mass energy was set to 10 TeV in agreement with the energy at the start of the
LHC operations in 2008. The magnetic field strength was set to 4 T although the CMS magnet
will according to a recent decision be operated at 3.8 T. Due to limited time for testing the old

2.4

Data Samples Produced
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default value of 4 T was preferred.
Zero suppression was applied to the readout of all detectors. For HCAL calibration purposes
only, one special noise sample was produced, for which no zero suppression was applied to
the HCAL readout.
No simulation of pile-up events was included because they play no significant role in either the
S43 or S156 scenarios. This implies, for example, that the Tracker is operated in “peak mode”.

2.4

Data Samples Produced

The size and composition of the produced data samples is intended to roughly match the luminosity scenarios chosen (S43 and S156), and also match as well as possible the expected
trigger menus for these scenarios, as discussed in Section 2.2. The composition of the collision
data samples is dominated by minimum bias events, low ET jet events, and events containing
relatively soft muons or/and electrons, which originate predominantly from b- and c hadron
decays in jets. In addition, samples were produced for onia and electroweak processes.
For simplicity no mixing of events from different generator setups or based on any trigger bits
was done, so no soups à la CSA07 were created. A proper mixture of events was emulated in
the analysis phase by analyzing a set of separate samples.
In addition to the physics collision events, samples of cosmic muons, beam halo particles, and
laser system events were also generated, as required for detector calibration and alignment
studies.
In total, approximately 150M events were simulated. The list of generated samples is summarized in Table 2. Details about each sample can be found at the following URL:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/DetectorPerformanceMCProduction2008

3

Data Operations

The central processing of CSA08 is grouped into three major steps:
1. Pre-production This step contains everything from the generation of the interaction, the
simulation of the passage of the particles through the detector, the digitization of signals
and the application of the trigger selection, down to the RAW format which is the input
to the reconstruction.
2. Reconstruction The application of the reconstruction algorithms, resulting in the RECO format.
3. AlCaReco skim The AlCaReco format is a very compact data format containing only event
information that is relevant for certain alignment or calibration procedures. It is produced
like a special skim after the reconstruction of the events. This format is instrumental in
ensuring a very fast turnaround for the alignment and calibration algorithms. In total 22
AlCaReco streams have been targeted for CSA08.
The pre-production step has the purpose of emulating the data taking situation upstream of
the Tier-0 center. In reality, when the detector records data they will be sent from the Storage
Managers at the experimental cavern and received at the Tier-0. At the offline computing center
they first have to be repacked which means that the data from the different Storage Managers
have to be merged, re-ordered, reformatted (streamer to root format) and split into a bunch of
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Table 2: CSA08 Monte Carlo Samples
Sample
Scenario(s) Number of events (requested)
Minbias
S43+S156
25M
JetET20
S43+S156
4M
JetET30
S43+S156
4M
JetET50
S43+S156
4M
JetET80
S43+S156
4M
JetET110
S43+S156
4M
JetET150
S156
4M
GammaJets
S156
2M
MuonPT5
S43+S156
10M
MuonPT11
S156
10M
JPsi
S156
750k
Upsilon
S156
250k
Zmumu
S156
13k
Zee
S156
13k
Wenu
S156
119k
Wmunu
S156
119k
MuonCosmicBON S43+S156
10M
MuonCosmicBOFF S43+S156
10M
TkCosmicBON
S43+S156
10M
TkCosmicBOFF
S43+S156
10M
MuonBeamHalo
S43+S156
10M
TkBeamHalo
S43+S156
200k
HCALNZS
S43+S156
6M
HCALIsoTracks30 S43
5M
HCALIsoTracks50 S156
5M
different data streams which contain RAW and HLT data. These data files are subsequently put
through the prompt reconstruction process at the Tier-0 and pushed out to the custodial and
some non-custodial Tier-1 centers.
For the CSA08 exercise the Storage Manager and the repacking process were not part of the
challenge. To provide data containing the RAW and HLT information the Data Operations
team planned for a pre-production step during which events of the above mentioned type
were generated, simulated, digitized, converted to raw format and finally passed through the
HLT. As compared to the pure prompt reconstruction process, which was the main task of the
challenge, the simulation step took about twice as long and thus had to be carefully planned
for in advance of the challenge. The pre-production step was intended to be completed before
the start of the reconstruction step at the Tier-0 in order to avoid traffic collisions between the
incoming simulation files from the pre-production and the outgoing files from the prompt reconstruction. Due to the fixed schedule timing (May) and the lateness of a working production
release, the largest part of the pre-production had to be performed in parallel with the ongoing
challenge, which was one of the silent contingencies the Data Operations team had reserved.
To minimize the duration of the pre-production step, all Tier-2 and Tier-1 centers of the LHC
computing grid were used. If it would have been possible to finish the pre-production step
before the challenge even the Tier-0 could have been used.

3.1

Pre-production
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AlCaReco data sets were produced in a third production step starting from the output of the
prompt reconstruction. While it would have been possible to run the prompt reconstruction
and AlCaReco skims together, producing AlCaReco in a separate step is more robust since in
this case a failure of an AlCaReco skim would occur independently of the prompt reconstruction.
The first reconstruction pass on the data (the prompt reconstruction) and the AlCaReco extraction were performed exclusively at the Tier-0. Output of the prompt reconstruction and the
corresponding RAW data were copied on predefined routes to the Tier-1 centers. These data,
together with the AlCaReco datasets, were copied to the CAF for the alignment and calibration
exercises. The constants determined in these exercises were then used to re-reconstruct the data
at the Tier-1 centers using the RAW data files as input. No additional AlCaReco extraction step
was performed at this stage. Once data arrived at the Tier-1 centers they were immediately
pushed out according to predefined routes to a set of Tier-2 centers and also downloaded to the
CAF. Physics analyses were performed on the re-reconstructed data at the Tier-2 sites as well
as on the CAF.
The overall schedule was as follows. During first week of May the S43 samples were promptly
reconstructed and AlCaReco extracted with files arriving practically instantly at the CAF and
Tier-1 centers as they were produced. Week two was reserved for calibration and alignment exercises and the prompt processing of the the S156 samples (with predefined 1 pb−1 equivalent
constants). Week three was foreseen for a first re-reconstruction at the Tier-1 centers using the
calibration constants obtained from the S43 samples, and a new set of calibration and alignment
workflows based on the S156 samples. Finally, the fourth week was used for re-reconstruction
of the entire set of samples using the constants obtained from the S156 samples. A more detailed description of the various phases follows but overall the schedule was kept during the
challenge in the month of May and all milestones were achieved with delays not exceeding two
days. Only a few minor aspects had to be descoped during the challenge.

3.1

Pre-production

The first version of the 2.0.X series of the CMSSW software was released on April 19th but it was
ten more days before the pre-production was able to run in a stable mode using version 2.0.5,
released on April 29th , less than a week before the scheduled start of the CSA08 exercise on May
5th . At this point it was clear that it would not be possible to finish the pre-production before
the official start of CSA08 and preparation to run the Tier-0 operation, prompt reconstruction
and pushing out the data in parallel with the pre-production began.
The main concern was the overlapping activities of the operations team as well as the transfer
strain put onto the system by the large amount of data being pushed out to the Tier-1 centers
together with the incoming data from the pre-production. Some occurrences of congestion on
the transfer pools in castor were encountered but could be fixed rather quickly without causing
major delays.
The pre-production ran taking into account the sample priorities defined by the alignment and
calibration groups. First priority was given to the first half of the Minimum Bias data, low ET
jet samples, and muon samples.
One special aspect of the data transfer was that due to the production data flow, the RAW data
were already available at the Tier-1 centers before they were transferred to CERN for prompt
reconstruction. The shipment of the RAW data to the Tier-1 nevertheless had to be part of the
exercise which was implemented by changing the dataset name between the pre-production
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step and the prompt reconstruction at CERN. Using the Trivial File Catalog (TFC) at CERN it
was possible to assign two independent dataset names to identical datasets which allowed the
copy of the RAW data from CERN to the Tier-1 centers avoiding naming clashes.

3.2

Prompt Reconstruction and AlCaReco Production

Prompt reconstruction (step-2) and AlCaReco file extraction (step-3) started on schedule with
the Minimum Bias datasets. Within less than two days first data started to arrive at the CAF
ready for the calibration and alignment teams to begin the alignment and calibration exercise. Due to a number of unexpected failures in a number of workflow configurations the
first prompt reconstruction as well as the AlCaReco extraction did not yet go smoothly in the
first week. This caused a one to two days delay beyond the foreseen milestone until the S43
samples were completed and available to the alignment and calibration teams. Two smaller
workflows (TkCosmicBOFF and MuonCosmicBOFF) for cosmics without magnetic field had
serious issues with the configuration and would have required a new CMSSW software release
and were therefore descoped from the exercise. While the samples were growing on the CAF
the calibration and alignment teams made quick progress and finished the determination of
the new conditions in less than a week after the samples had been completed.
It was necessary to begin the prompt reconstruction of the S156 samples as soon as the reconstruction of the S43 samples was complete. Conditions used for this prompt reconstruction
would have ideally been the ones derived from the S43 samples but that would have caused
too much delay. Therefore pre-prepared conditions equivalent to the expected S43 calibration
and alignments were used. In the second week of the prompt reconstruction and AlCaReco
extraction phase (S156) the process went smoother than in the first week and all delay was
caught up. Production was finished in record time (5 days), at the same time dealing also with
re-reconstruction of global run data (CRUZET) as shown in Figure 1. Some significant overhead in merging and injecting into DBS are visible which have by now already mostly been
addressed and during CSA08 were covered by contingencies in the processing plan.

Figure 1: Number of running and pending jobs in the LSF queuing system on CMS’s Tier0 center. Days 16-19 are dominated with processing work while the last 2 days are spent in
merging and injecting files into the DBS system.
During the period of running prompt production, data (RAW and RECO) was copied to a predefined list of custodial sites. One of the main issues of the organization of the tapewriting at

3.3

Re-Reconstruction
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the Tier-1 centers was the proper arrangement of the LFN names for the files which are coupled
with the definition of tape families. This part had not been extensively prepared and a number
of lessons were learned in the process.

3.3

Re-Reconstruction

Re-reconstruction of the RAW data was exclusively performed at the Tier-1 centers as foreseen
in the CMS computing model, with the operation entirely synchronized at all centers. The rereconstruction of the S43 sample started as soon as the first set of calibration and alignment conditions became available. AlCaReco extraction was not performed during the re-reconstruction
step. The Tier-1 centers worked better then expected during this period and the exercise was
finished on schedule.
Once the second week of calibration and alignment procedures were completed and the new
constants uploaded to the conditions database, the full re-reconstruction of all samples with
these new conditions was triggered at the Tier-1 sites. This worked again very well and the
main process was finished by June 6th . The data from this processing was copied back to the
CAF for further analysis and to the Tier-2 centers where the computing model foresees analyses
to be performed.

4

Calibration and Alignment

4.1

Overview

A comprehensive set of workflows for calibration and alignment of the complete detector were
exercised, comprising the full degree of complexity required for startup, featuring almost 20
alignment and calibration workflows running concurrently, with interdependencies taken into
account. Workflows were carried out in ”real-time” as needed in real data taking mode: For
both the S43 and S156 datasets, the target was to obtain a complete set of calibration and
alignment constants, to validate those constants and uploaded them to the conditions database
ready for re-reconstruction within 1 week of the prompt reconstruction.
The overall structure of Tier-0 and CAF workflows for calibration and alignment is illustrated
in Figure 2.
The end-to-end workflow consists of:
1. Prompt reconstruction at Tier-0
2. Production of AlCaReco output streams from RECO data (see section 4.1.1)
3. Running of calibration and alignment exercises on the CAF using AlCaReco datasets as
input
4. The creation of the database payloads for the new constants, followed by their validation
and upload to the ORCON database.
5. Re-reconstruction of RAW data using the new constants
4.1.1

AlCaReco production

This step is essentially a skim leading to a much reduced data size, both by event selection and
event content selection, though new specialized data formats are also produced in several cases.
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Figure 2: Overview of Tier-0 and CAF workflows for calibration and alignment. Three of the
almost 20 alignment and calibration tasks are show symbolically.
A realistic event selection based on trigger bits is used (not the case in CSA07). The reduced
data size allows calibration and alignment algorithms to rapidly perform many iterations over
the full statistics.
A total of 18 AlCaReco streams were defined for collision samples plus four for non-collision
samples. For each collision sample, only a subset of the 18 AlCaRecos which are expected
to produce output are run. The maximum number of output AlCaReco streams for a given
dataset was 12. Four of the AlCaRecos for collision samples were run in the same job as the
reconstruction since they require access to collections which are not stored in the the output
of the reconstruction: Tracker calibration requires pixel and strip clusters to be available (will
be in RECO event content starting from CMSSW release 2 1 0), and DT calibration and RPC
monitoring require the availability of DT and RPC digis.
Some workflows require in addition a data reduction already at the HLT level, since otherwise
they would consume too much I/O bandwidth between P5 and the T0 site. The resulting
condensed format is called AlCaRaw, transfered from P5 using dedicated streams. Since this
is part of online processing, the use of the AlCaRaw format is beyond the scope of CSA08.
However, the trigger bits used to define the AlCaRaw streams are included in the CSA08 trigger
menu and are used to define the AlCaReco event selection for the corresponding workflows.
4.1.2

List of Workflows

The following calibration and alignemnt workflows were carried out during CSA08. Workflows were carried out for both S43 and S156 scenarios except where otherwise indicated:
1. Tracker Alignment
(a) Alignment with Millipede algorithm

4.1

Overview
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(b) Alignment with HIP algorithm
(c) Alignment with Kalman algorithm
2. Muon Alignment
(a) Alignment with HIP algorithm
(b) Alignment with Standalone algorithm
3. ECAL Calibration
(a) φ-symmetry calibration
(b) Calibration with π 0 s
(c) Calibration with Z→ ee (S156 only)
4. HCAL Calibration
(a) φ-symmetry calibration
(b) Calibration with isolated tracks
(c) Di-jet balancing (S156 only)
5. Tracker Calibration
(a) Pixel Lorentz angle calibration
(b) Strip Lorentz angle calibration
(c) Strip charge response calibration
6. DT Calibration
(a) Time pedestal calibration
(b) Drift velocity calibration (S156 only)
7. RPC Monitoring
4.1.3

Interdependencies

An important element of CSA08 is to exercise the concurrency of many alignment and calibration procedures, which should lead to a realistic degree of operational complexity, including the
management of the emerging constants. Interdependencies between the different workflows
were taken into account:
1. The beam spot will in general depend on the tracker alignment. Thus, beam spot constants for each misalignment need to be prepared in advance, and also have to be updated
once the tracker alignment is finished.
2. Muon HIP alignment requires tracker alignment constants as input.
3. Muon standalone alignment depends on DT calibration.
In order to take into account these interdependencies, tracker alignment and DT calibration
constants needed to be made available on a shorter timescale than other constants.
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Conditions Flow

The flow of calibration and alignment conditions data is illustrated in Figure 3. A calibration
or alignment algorithm run on the CAF produces a set of constants, usually in the form of an
sqlite file. The constants undergo validation on the CAF, before being copied to the online cluster at P5 from where standard tools are used to upload the constants to the ORCON database
located at P5. From here, conditions data is automatically streamed to the ORCOF database at
the Meyrin site. ORCOF is the main conditions database for the Tier 0, Tier 1 and Tier 2 computing centres, and is accessed via proxy caching servers located at each site (FronTier). The
complete set of conditions which are used by a CMSSW application, such as re-reconstruction,
is specified using a global tag mechanism, through which the complete set of database tags are
collected into a single object (the global tag) which is itself stored in the database.

Alignment
/Calibration
Algorithm
Sqlite file
output
scp
Online cluster

CAF
Validation

POPCON or
cmscond_export_iov

Offline CMSSW
application
Re-reco at T1s
Request conditions
using Global Tag

Automatic
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ORCON

Online / P5

ORCOF

Frontier

Database

Offline

Figure 3: Flow of calibration and alignment conditions

4.2

Tracker Alignment

The tracker alignment workflow comprises the production of several AlCaReco datasets during
prompt reconstruction at Tier0, the transfer of these datasets to the CAF, subsequent running
of alignment algorithms at CAF, validation of obtained alignment constants, and upload of the
constants to the CMS ORCON database.
4.2.1

Description of input data

The chosen starting point for tracker alignment was the remaining misalignment which is expected for LHC start-up. The T RACKER S URVEY L AS C OSMICS scenario [2] was used to misalign the input data for both the S43 and S156 exercise. This scenario reflects the remaining
tracker misalignment after survey measurements, Laser Alignment System (LAS) and track
based alignment with cosmic muons have been used.

4.2

Tracker Alignment
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Table 3: Overview of AlCaReco producers used in CSA08. The first five producers are run on
collision data and can separate signal from background, whereas the last three currently can be
run in dedicated runs only.
Sample
Name
HLT Bits
Single isolated muons ALCARECOTkAlMuonIsolated
HLT1MuonPrescalePt3
OR
HLT1MuonPrescalePt5
OR
HLT1MuonIso
OR
HLT1MuonNonIso
Minimum bias
ALCARECOTkAlMinBias
HLTMinBias OR HLTMinBiasPixel
Z → µ+ µ−
ALCARECOTkAlZMuMu
HLT2MuonZ
+
−
J/Ψ → µ µ
ALCARECOTkAlJpsiMuMu
HLT2MuonJPsi OR HLTBJPsiMuMu
ALCARECOTkAlUpsilonMuMu HLT2MuonUpsilon
Υ → µ+ µ−
Beam Halo
ALCARECOTkAlBeamHalo
no L1/HLT path emulation
ALCARECOTkAlCosmics
no L1/HLT path emulation
Cosmics
Laser alignment
ALCARECOTkAlLaser
special calibration stream
Realistic AlCaReco producers which are able to select events according to their physics event
content and to separate signal from background even in presence of misalignment were used
for the physics signals Z → µ+ µ− , J/ψ → µ+ µ− , and Υ → µ+ µ− . Two additional selectors
were used for collision data: The first selects any isolated tracker tracks and is targeted mainly
for selection from minimum bias events which are abundant at early LHC start-up. The second
selects isolated muons regardless of other activity in the tracker and is targeted for increasing
luminosity. Special producers are used for non-collision data, working only in special runs:
One selects muons from beam halo in case LHC circulates beam(s) without collisions, another
one selects cosmic muons during cosmic runs and the last one selects events from the Laser
alignment system.
Table 3 shows the events selected by the different AlCaReco producers that were used for alignment. A special tool was used to extract this information automatically from DBS.
4.2.2

Track based alignment

The three track based alignment algorithms Millepede II [3], HIP [4] and Kalman Filter [5] were
used in CSA08. As only one result can be used for re-reconstruction, a decision about which
result to use had to be made. The best result both in terms of χ2 minimization as well as being
closest to the true geometry was obtained with the Millepede algorithm. The strategy used in
this alignment is described in the following paragraphs in detail.
The Millepede workflow was run at the CAF. A special tool already developed during a previous CSA exercise controlled the submission and data retrieval from the 50 parallel jobs that
were run in the MILLE step. These data were then used in a second step, run on a dedicated
CAF queue which provided the PEDE executable with 16 GB of memory.
The computing requirements of Millepede were quite modest: A typical alignment with 50
parallel jobs took 25 hours of CPU time for the MILLE step, which amounted to 1.5 hours of
wall time due to parallelization. The PEDE step, run on a single CPU, typically took five hours
of wall time. The short overall turnaround time allowed to run many different alignment configurations and lead to an optimized alignment procedure.
All modules in the silicon strip and pixel tracker were aligned. For each module providing
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Sample
Minbias
Jet20,Jet30

Events
6M
150k

Sample
Minbias
Jet20,Jet30
MuonPt11
Cosmics 4T
Z → µ+ µ−
J/Ψ → µ+ µ−

Calibration and Alignment

Table 4: Data samples used in the S43 exercise.
AlCaReco
cuts
comments
TkAlMinbias
p > 1.5 GeV
TkAlMuonIsolated

Table 5: Data samples used in the S156 exercise.
events AlCaReco
cuts
comments
3M TkAlMinbias
p > 1.5 GeV
150k TkAlMuonIsolated
1M TkAlMuonIsolated
all TkAlCosmics
Nhits > 18 and Vertex and mass conp > 15 GeV
straint. Used 5x in minimization.
16k TkAlZMuMu
Vertex and mass constraint. Used 5x in minimization.
all TkAlJpsiMuMu

a one-dimensional measurement (single-sided strip detectors), the most sensitive coordinate
u, the coordinate w perpendicular to the sensor plane and the rotation angle γ around the w
axis were aligned. Double-sided strip modules and pixel modules provide a second coordinate measurement, and for these modules the second coordinate v was also aligned. The total
number of aligned coordinates was 44 244.
The fast linear equation solver GMRES implemented in Millepede-II was used to solve the system of linear equations; it was pre-conditioned with a one-band Cholesky matrix of bandwidth
six. In each of the Millepede-II internal iterations, a pseudo-measurement with value zero and
uncertainty of 20 µm and 20 µrad was applied for positional and angular parameters, respectively, in order to enhance the condition number of the matrix and to stabilize the numerical
solution. A total of six iterations was used for outlier rejection and removing bias from the
pseudo-measurements.
The input data used in the S43 and S156 alignment exercises are documented in Tables 4 and 5,
respectively. Due to glitches in production, the cosmic muon sample could not be used in the
S43 exercise. This is in contrast to what could be achieved in real data, where cosmic muon
data are expected to be available before collisions. The obtained alignment parameters were
subject to validation.
4.2.3

Alignment validation and result interpretation

The alignment object was validated by both a data-driven method and by comparing to MonteCarlo truth.
As the definition of the alignment problem requires to minimize the track χ2 , the distribution
for this variable is a measure for the algorithm performance in the first place.
Figure 4 shows the χ2 -distribution obtained from an independent sample of 10 000 tracks from
single muons with a p T of 100 GeV. Already with the data available after 10 pb−1 (S43 scenario)
a very good alignment with a χ2 = 1.4 can be achieved, with only a small difference to the
ideal case with χ2 = 1.34. The result could still be improved with additional data from resonances and cosmic muons and by using additional constraints in the S156 scenario, reaching
χ2 = 1.35.
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Figure 4: Track χ2 -distribution for alignment results obtained in S43 and S156 exercise, compared to ideal geometry and initial misalignment.
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Figure 5: Difference between determined parameter and true parameter in the most sensitive
coordinate r · ∆φ. Left: All tracker modules, including pixel and strip detector. Right: Pixel
barrel modules only.
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Even with a close-to-ideal χ2 -distribution differences to the true geometry can be observed.
This can be due to weak modes, not aligned degrees of freedom, or outliers. As the CSA08
exercise was done with Monte-Carlo data, a comparison to the true geometry could be done
easily. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the aligned and true parameter for the most sensitive coordinate r · ∆φ, for all tracker modules and for pixel barrel modules only. One should note that
an overall translation and rotation has been subtracted for the modules under consideration.
Table 6 lists the RMS of the above distributions for each subdetector.
Table 6: RMS of differences between aligned and true parameters in the most sensitive coordinate r · ∆φ, ordered by subdetector.
Startup
105
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92

Bpix
Fpix
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1 pb−1
6
48
30
24
48
29

10 pb−1
3
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Figure 6: Track p T distribution for alignment results obtained in S43 and S156 exercise, compared to ideal geometry and initial misalignment, for single muon evens with a simulated
p T = 100 GeV.
In order to asses the impact on physics result, another validation was made by plotting the
RMS of the muon p T distribution after alignment and compare to ideal and initial resolution.
This distribution is shown in Fig. 6 for muons with p T = 100 GeV. For ideal geometry the
width of a gaussian fit to the p T distribution yields σ = 1.7 GeV. This is heavily deteriorated
for startup geometry, a non-gaussian distribution is observed. With the S43 alignment, a value
of σ = 3.0 GeV can be obtained. This is significantly improved with the S156 alignment, where
σ = 2.2 GeV is obtained.
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Lessons learned

All AlCaReco producers intended for collision runs were running as foreseen. However, the
output of the non-collision producers for cosmic muons, beam halo and laser alignment were
missing due to a misconfiguration in the previous production steps. Due to time constraints
during the CSA08 exercise only the cosmic muon sample production could be fixed, and therefore cosmic muons were only available for the S156 exercise. This is in contrast to reality,
because we expect to record many cosmic muons before first collisions take place. Preference
was given to this sample because it was known from previous studies that it helps to constrain
weak modes.
4.2.5

Summary

The tracker alignment exercise in CSA08 was completed successfully and in time for the subsequent beam spot determination and muon alignment. AlCaReco production, alignment job
configuration and submission worked smoothly. Results were exceeding expectations for the
Millepede algorithm. Validation shows good alignment performance with simulated data for
LHC start-up. With real data, however, systematic effects will limit an initial alignment to less
precision, as has been anticipated from alignment of integration setups.

4.3
4.3.1

Muon Alignment
Introduction

In addition to an extensive hardware alignment system, two procedures have been developed
to align the muon system with tracks. One uses the HIP algorithm and aligns all muon chambers relative to the tracker with a fixed set of tracks, while the other uses the Millepede algorithm to fit and align with StandAloneMuon tracks simultaneously. Both satisfied their stated
goals in the CSA08 S156 exercise and can be regarded as successful demonstrations. Subsequent physics studies are based on the results of the HIP algorithm because this procedure was
applied both the barrel and the endcap.
4.3.2

The MuonHIP Algorithm

Though the HIP alignment of the muon system uses the same software modules as the HIP
alignment of the tracker, it is tuned differently to solve a different problem. The resolution of
tracks well below a TeV is dominated by the silicon tracker’s contribution to the measurement,
a fact which we can use to decouple the interdependence between track-fitting and alignment.
In the MuonHIP configuration, the track-fitter is tuned to ignore muon chamber hits in GlobalMuon tracks, leaving the residuals in the muon system unbiased. We then apply the usual
HIP corrections, given those residuals, resulting in an alignment that demonstrably converges
in one iteration due to the independence of the tracks from the muon geometry. An additional
benefit to using the tracker as an external source of precise tracks is that the muon system is
automatically aligned in the same coordinate system as the tracker, thus interaligning the two
systems with the same procedure.
The disadvantage of this method is that it introduces a dependence of muon alignment on the
tracker alignment: if the tracker is poorly aligned, the muon system will be, too. In CSA08, we
exercised this two-step workflow and quantified the dependence on tracker alignment quality
with a realistic tracker alignment.
In the S43 (1 pb−1 ) stage of the exercise, not enough tracks were available for alignment. This
was partly forseen: previous studies using only W → µν and Z → µµ samples indicated
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Figure 7: Transverse momentum distribution of all tracks used in the S156 muon alignment,
separated by type (note log scale).
a need for 100 pb−1 . However, the CSA08 sample included a full spectrum of single-muon
events from QCD interactions which dwarfs the electroweak sources (see Figure 7). These
events would simply contribute to the statistical significance of the alignment result, except
that the lower-energy muons are more susceptible to multiple scattering in the magnet yoke,
broadening the residuals distributions, weakening the alignment. One might even consider
being more selective and requiring a smaller sample of high-momentum muons, so we used
the S43 exercise to optimize the AlCaRecoMu stream’s p T cut.
An alignment correction in the HIP algorithm is basically the mean of that chamber’s residuals
distribution (transformed to a different space), so a useful measure of the statistical significance
of alignment corrections is
error on residual mean =

standard deviation of residuals
√
.
number of hits

(1)

This quantity is optimized by a 10–15 GeV cut on p T , so our 10 GeV cut defining the AlCaReco
stream is justified.
In the S156 (10 pb−1 ) stage, we produced a complete alignment of the muon barrel and endcap
chambers. We aligned the chambers in three degrees of freedom: local x (which is roughly
global rφ), local y (which is along the beamline for barrel chambers and radial for endcap
chambers), and local φz (rotation in the plane of a chamber). The other degrees of freedom
were fixed to the values given by the initial misalignment because we could not improve upon
them with this set of tracks, and allowing them to float would reduce the statistical significance
of the aligned parameters. Since the initial misalignment scenario is a mock-up of what should
be expected from the hardware system, the resulting alignment can be considered a combined
hardware/track-based alignment, but one in which the two methods optimize distinct sets of
parameters, taking advantage of the complimentarity of the hardware system and tracks.
There were three exceptions in the alignment procedure configuration described above. Endcap station ME1/1b had an extremely low efficiency in our Monte Carlo sample due to a software error (new in CMSSW 2 0 X), so we could not align them. ME1/1a had a strange asymmetric tail in the local y residuals, probably due to another (older) software error, so we fixed
the y positions of these chambers. Finally, the outer ring of the endcap stations (ME1/2, ME1/3,
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ME2/2, and ME3/2) exhibited a systematic drift in the −y direction when it was allowed to
float, so we fixed it for these chambers as well. Shortly after the exercise was over and the
constants were used to re-reconstruct the S156 event samples, we discovered the reason for
this shift. The z positions of the endcap stations (z is the direction parallel to the beamline)
were significantly misaligned in the initial scenario, and since all of our tracks came from the
interaction point, they all had the same y/z slope in our chambers, so the alignment procedure
was attempting to effectively correct for the z error with a y shift. Interpreted in this light, we
should have allowed the y positions of these chambers to float. Not doing so deteriorated the
η resolution of tracks that pass through the barrel-endcap overlap.
The most significant alignment parameter is local x, the rφ measurement that will be used to
resolve the momenta of nearly-straight TeV muons. Figure 8 presents alignment results for
this parameter, separated by station. The most important stations for TeV muon resolution are
the innermost, which together with the tracker measure a single helical arc before the track
curvature changes sign in the outer yoke. The alignment resolution for these chambers are
680 µm (barrel station 1), 520 µm (endcap station ME1/1), and 840 µm (ME1/2).
As can be seen by the dashed distributions in Figure 8, significantly tighter distributions can
be obtained when tracker misalignment is suppressed. To demonstrate this, we aligned barrel
station 1 with the same set of tracks under three tracker misalignment scenarios: S43, S156,
and ideal (perfect tracker alignment). In the three cases, the muon chamber x errors shrank
from 1310 µm down to 680 µm to 340 µm, respectively— almost a factor of four. The same
scaling can be observed in the tracker p T measurement under the three misalignment scenarios,
suggesting a connection with curvature. It is worth noting that errors in the measurement of
the sagitta of a curved track grow quadratically with distance from the beamline, unlike errors
in the φ-η direction, which grow linearly with distance. For barrel station 1, 4 meters from
the beamline, a realistic 10 µm sagitta error in the tracker (half-radius of 0.5 meters) grows to
10 × (4/0.5)2 = 640 µm, consistent with the errors we see.
It should be stressed that misalignments in the tracker can only affect the alignment of a muon
chamber if all the tracks that intersect it pass through the same narrow region of the tracker,
presumably a region with a slight bias. This was the case in CSA08, as all alignment samples
originated from collisions at the interaction point. Cosmic rays, with a much broader distribution of track angles, would connect each muon chamber with a much larger tracking volume,
effectively averaging over any imperfections in it. This underlines the importance of alignment
with cosmic rays, which we are now pursuing.
4.3.3

The MuonStandalone Algorithm

During the summer of the year 2006 the magnet and the muon system of CMS were switched
on for commissioning and several millions of cosmic muon events were recorded. Since then,
a large amount of runs has been collected by the muon system providing the opportunity to
perform alignment with tracks.
The MuonStandalone algorithm is an independent implementation of the Millepede algorithm,
sharing the same core principle, to fit track and alignment parameters together, but specially
adapted to the features of the Muon System and the initial stages of data taking. Some of these
peculiarities are listed as follows:

• The basic alignable unit for the algorithm is the chamber.
• The algorithm uses segments, instead of individual hits, in order to avoid the huge
correlations that the multiple scattering, produced at the yoke, would induce in
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Figure 8: Distance between the aligned x position and the true x position of chambers in each
station. The grey distribution is the hardware-only estimate, the yellow distribution has been
aligned with tracks (always narrower), and the dashed distribution is the same alignment with
a perfect tracker. Statistics boxes refer to the yellow distributions.
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those hits belonging to the same chamber.

• The tracker is not used by the algorithm to fix an absolute reference. Instead, a
mimicked survey information is introduced in the fit, to constraint the weak modes.
In this sense, the scope of the MuonStandalone Algorithm is the alignment of the chambers
of the Muon System with respect to themselves. Nevertheless, a new implementation of the
algorithm has been developed in order to use the tracker as reference, and hence, providing a
global alignment of the muon chambers with respect to the tracker and the global CMS system.
For the CSA08 exercise the algorithm used a particular configuration, whom details are:

• The algorithm was only applied to the barrel region of the muon system, as the
development and testing of the algorithm has been always associated to the DTDPG. However, the core of the algorithm does not make any disctintion between
endcap and barrel, being the extension a matter of including the endcaps in the
geometrical acceptance.
• The alignment parameters measured in the CSA08 exercise have been: the RΦ and Z
displacements, and the rotation with respect to the axis orthogonal to the chamber.
• Two survey scenarios have been mimicked for the S43 and S156 exercises respectively. The S43 survey scenario is optimistic and provides the accuracy observed for
the real survey measurements in the GRUMM and CRUZET runs. The S156 survey
scenario is pessimistic and only provides the mechanical accuracy guaranteed by the
closing procedure.
• A selection criterion is applied to the Standalone tracks in order to be accepted. The
first cut is related to the number of segments in the track. Only those tracks leaving segments in the four stations are accepted, otherwise, the alignment information
contained by the track could be poor due to the lack of redundancy. The other cuts
are related to the quality of some internal variables as residuals or alignment derivatives.
The number of good tracks is a crucial parameter for the Standalone Alignment algorithm
(and in general for every alignment with tracks algorithm) as the resolution is a function of
it. An exhaustive analysis concerning the fraction of accepted tracks has been performed for
both the S43 and S156 exercises. A summary of the results can be observed in table 7. The
column labels stand for the cycle, the number of events (Ev.), the number of tracks crossing
the endcap (End.), the number of tracks with less than 4 segments (No4Seg) or not hitting 4
different chambers (No4Cham), the number of tracks not passing the residuals cut (BadR), or
the cut in the derivatives (BadD) and the number of good tracks. The conclusions extracted are
the following:

• Very few good tracks have been collected for both exercises
• The main problem is related to tracks not crossing all the stations. This effect was
unexpected, even provided the low energetic spectrum of the muons. The η and
φ distributions of the Standalone tracks showed also an unexpected structure, that
could be related to this fact.
• The surprisingly large fraction of tracks containing bad residuals improves from one
scenario to the other. These bad residuals are coming from tracks where, usually,
the theta projection of some segment has not been measured, being filled with the
nominal position of the chamber. The DT calibration scenarios were different from
S43 to S156 cycles, so probably the improvement observed can be assigned to some
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calibration effects.
Cycle
S43
S156

Ev.
970475
3498228

End.
47.1%
46.4%

No4Seg
36.2%
32.8%

No4Cham
4.2%
4.0%

BadR
46.8%
2.0%

BadD
3.9%
5.0%

Good
2.0%
9.0%

Table 7: Summary of efficiencies
Intrinsic misalignments
In order to see the real performance of the alignment with tracks algorithm, the global misalignments of the chambers (average displacements and rotations) are removed to get the so
called intrinsic misalignments. It is important to remark that no survey scenario is used yet
for this kind of analysis. The intrinsic misalignments are compared to the MC truth for both
exercises in the figures 9.
For the S43 exercise no correlation has been observed and hence no effective alignment has been
achieved using tracks. The number of tracks for this cycle was too small and many chambers
contained less than one hundred tracks yielding a strong dependency on outlayers. On the
other hand, a good correlation is found for the S156 exercise, where the number of tracks have
increased almost a factor 10. Chambers showing the largest deviations with respect to the MC
truth have been identified as those containing a smaller number of tracks due to no favorable
track paths. The difference between measurements and MC truth is of about 1 mm and almost
0.7 mm once the low occupancy chambers are removed.
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Figure 9: From left to right: RΦ, Z and γ intrinsic misalignments versus MC truth, in exercise
S43 (left) and S156 (right)
Absolute misalignments
Absolute misalignments are calculated making use of the survey geometries to constraint the
fit. The results for the S43 cycle are skipped as it was proved in the previous section that
no improvement was achieved using tracks, and hence the final resolution observed is the one
corresponding to the survey scenario. On the contrary, the results for the S156 cycle, combining
tracks and survey are shown in the figure 10, where the deviations with respect to the nominal
geometry are ploted before and after alignment and for the three measured coordinates.
The final resolution achieved in this procedure is slightly larger than 1 mm for the δx displacement, about 0.5 mrad for the rotation and 1.5 mm for the Z displacement. These values are
averaged among all the chambers, typically the resolution is better for the inner stations and
worse for the outter due to the effect of multiple scattering.
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Figure 10: From left to right: RΦ, γ and Z deviations from the nominal geometry before and
after applying the alignment

4.4

ECAL Calibration

Data from first LHC collisions will be used to setup in situ calibration procedures of ECAL,
validate them and possibly improve on the startup calibration precision, determined by the
results of pre-calibration operation performed during ECAL commissioning before installation
in CMS.
Aim of the calibration exercises performed during CSA08 dedicated Monte Carlo samples was
the demonstration of these functionalities with 1 pb−1 and 10 pb−1 of integrated luminosity.
As energy deposits of electromagnetic particles in ECAL span several crystal, the energy measurement implies a sum over the corresponding channels, whose relative response must be
determined, a correction factor, particle, energy and position dependent, to account for the
fraction of energy of the incoming particle deposited in these crystals (the so-called “SuperCluster correction”) and a global factor to set the absolute calibration scale. All these terms
must be determined from data.
The startup scenarios for CSA08 exercises assumed a residual miscalibration of the relative
channel-to-channel response in the ECAL barrel (EB) of 1.5% up to |η | = 1 and then steadily
worsening to 2.2% at the end of EB. A residual miscalibration of 15% was assumed in the ECAL
Endcaps (EE).These figures reflect the precision achieved with pre-calibrations based on cosmic
rays in EB1 ; and with laboratory measurements of crystal light yields and of photodetector
gains in EE [6]. In practice, all the calibration constants in the simulation are set to 1, but
events are reconstructed with constants having a spread around 1 corresponding to the above
miscalibrations. The absolute scale was not miscalibrated in the Monte Carlo; as it is just as
hard getting the absolute calibration correct in Monte Carlo as it is in data.
The startup intercalibration precision of the ECAL barrel is apt to provide an acceptable perfomance of the detector for startup physics and can hardly be improved after 1-10 pb−1 of
integrated luminosity. On the other hand, a fast improvement on the initial miscalibration of
the ECAL endcaps is desirable. In this context, the basic calibration strategy relies on precalibrations of the ECAL barrel, as validation bench for in situ calibration procedures and aims
at improving on pre-calibrations in ECAL endcap, and possibly also in the barrel, after validation. The measurement of the width of known resonances is an additional tool for validation.
1 We

have disregarded conservatively that 1/4 of the barrel has been intercalibrated to about 0.3% with electron
test beams
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φ-sym
π0

Z → ee

CSA08
phase
S43
S156
S43
S43
S43
S43
S43
S43
S156
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Data sample

Events

/MinBias/CSA08 STARTUP V2 EcalCalPhiSym v1
/MinBias/CSA08 1PB V2 RECO EcalCalPhiSym v1
/MinBias/CSA08 STARTUP V2 EcalCalPi0Calib v1
/JetET20/CSA08 STARTUP V2 EcalCalPi0Calib v1
/JetET30/CSA08 STARTUP V2 EcalCalPi0Calib v1
/JetET50/CSA08 STARTUP V2 EcalCalPi0Calib v1
/JetET80/CSA08 STARTUP V2 EcalCalPi0Calib v1
/JetET110/CSA08 STARTUP V2 EcalCalPi0Calib v1
/Zee/CSA08 1PB V2 RECO v1

19.3×106
27.2×106
1.8×106
4.0×106
4.1×106
3.4×106
1.7×106
3.1×106
12670

Data size
[GB]
96.3
487.6
9.6
24.6
30.1
32.5
20.1
39.0
0.34

Table 8: The ALCARECO data samples used for calibration exercises during CSA08. In the
second column, the label S43 (S156) refers to events simulation at 2×1030 cm−2 s−1 (2×1031
cm−2 s−1 ) luminosity.
Main data samples for in situ calibrations with first data are the Minimum Bias events, where
the invariance around the beam axis of the energy flow is assumed to intercalibrate crystals
in φ (φ-symmetry method) and the “π 0 calibration sample”, where the π 0 mass constraint on
selected pairs of unconverted photons reaching ECAL is used to intercalibrate the crystal response. Some intercalibration procedures are local, i.e. they can provide precise intercalibrations for sub-regions of the detector. For example the φ-symmetry method just provide intercalibrations of crystals at fixed η (“intra-ring” calibration). Intercalibration over regions is either
derived from pre-calibrations or by exploiting other data samples, e.g. Z → ee events. The best
choice is to rely as much as we can on pre-calibrations and exploit Z → ee events to derive the
absolute scale calibration and to tune/test supercluster corrections in case of electrons. This
makes the latter corrections independent of the intercalibration.
Table 8 describes the main samples analysed for the different analyses during CSA08 operations. Details on the operation and results of each calibration stream are given in the following
subsections.
4.4.1

φ-symmetry calibration

The φ-symmetry calibration basically consists in equilizing the energy flow seen by crystals
at fixed η. The data sample is selected in a dedicated online filter, accessing L1 minimum
bias events and streaming to the output the reconstructed energy (RecHit) in crystals above an
energy threshold corresponding to about four standard deviations of the electronic noise.
During CSA08, the end-to-end workflow was tested. The online filter was applied to simulated
data and the resulting data sets, listed in Table 8, analysed. The calibration procedure consists
in two steps: in the first one several jobs are ran in parallel to accumulate the sums of tranverse
energy for each crystal. The result is stored in a text file. In a second phase, a program uses
the energy sums to extract the calibration constants, by equalising them. The first step is parallelised: several jobs were run simultaneously on the CAF as soon as data became available.
Data processing was concluded in less than two hours, for 20 M events. The second step takes
a few minutes.
Validation of the inter-calibration constants was performed without using prior knowledge
from the simulation. In the barrel, this was accomplished by comparing these constants to the
initial calibration of each channel (namely 1), known up to the miscalibration introduced in the
simulation and corresponding to the pre-calibration precision. The result of this comparison is
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Figure 11: Residual miscalibration in the Ecal Barrel after calibration with the phi symmetry
algorithm during the S156 phase
shown in figure 11 for the 10 pb−1 luminosity data sample. Each point in the figure represents
the RMS spread of the inter-calibration constants compared to the initial calibration in each ring
of 360 crystals at constant η of the ECAL barrel. The precision of the φ-symmetry procedure
can be estimated after unfolding the contribution of the pre-calibration precision. Results of
this operation are also shown in Fig. 11. In this way, we estimate that the precision of the φsymmetry calibration is around 2.0-3.2%, depending on η. This dependency reflects the impact
of the material in front of the caloirimeter as the main source of violation of the φ-invariance
assumption. The final precision is also somewhat worse than expected form earlier studies [7],
as a consequence of larger φ-invariance violations than in past simulations due to an increased
and more realistic material budget in front of the calorimeter. This introduces a systematic
limit to the precision af about 1.8% in the region at |η | < 1 and 2.8% at the end of the barrel,
assuming no knlowledge of the tracker material distribution. Further improvements require
corrections for φ-invariance violations, which can be measured from data.
Validation of the calibration constants in the ECAL endcaps could not proceed the same way, as
the initial inter-calibration are known with a precision worse than expected from φ-symmetry
calibrations. This was done testing the effects of the new calibration constants on the Z → ee
peak width, as dicussed in the following.
4.4.2

Calibrations with Z → ee events

Calibration with Z → ee events has been performed in the second part of CSA08 AlCa exercise,
namely the S156 phase. The Z → ee data sample used (see Table 8) corresponds to an equivalent
integrated luminosity of ' 25 pb−1 . It contains 16708 events, of which 12670 are selected
by the AlCaReco Producer. Reconstruction used 1 pb−1 predefined alignment and calibration
conditions. A subsample equivalent to 10 pb−1 has been used in the calibration exercise.
AlCaReco selection is very similar to the one described in [8] with cuts on the supercluster
tranverse energy, the ratio of the energies in HCAL and ECAL and shower shape and electron
ID variables. Isolation information is missing in the current version of AlCaReco format, and
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Figure 12: Observed Z → ee invariant mass with startup (pink) and φ-symmetry + Z → ee intercalibration conditions (blue) with two electrons in the endcaps or one electrons in the barrel
and the other in one endcap.
no cut on electron track isolation has been applied.
The intercalibration of crystal rings (groups of crystals with same η) exploits the information
from the e+ e− invariant mass reconstructed with SuperCluster energies. A detailed description
of the Z calibration method can be found elsewhere [9].
After the check of absolute scale with Z peak position, the exercise derived intercalibration of
Endcap crystal rings, starting from φ-symmetry constants, as planned. The obtained inter-ring
precision is ' 3% as expected after 10 pb−1 . This is to be summed in quadrature with the
intra-ring precision from φ-symmetry.
The peak width of e+ e− invariant mass distribution, after reconstruction with new calibration
constants, gives information on the precision of crystal residual miscalibration. This tool has
been intensively used during the CSA08 exercise:

• in the S43 phase, the validation of EndCap intercalibration constants from φ-symmetry
has been performed using a Z → ee RelVal sample. Although the peak of e+ e− invariant mass is narrower with these constants, the improvement is not statistically
significant with a fraction of RelVal sample equivalent to 1 pb−1 .
• in the S156 phase, the invariant mass peak with CSA08 Z → ee sample shows a clear
improvement in EndCap intercalibration, both for events with one electron in the
barrel and the other in one endcap (BE) and for events with both electrons in the
endcaps (EE) (see Fig. 12).
From the observed Z mass resolution, the residual miscalibration of the individual channels
in the endcaps is estimated to about 7%. This is mainly limited by accuracy of φ-symmetry
calibration. Still the result is a sizeable improvement on the residual miscalibration at startup
of about 15%.
4.4.3

Calibration with π 0

The π 0 calibration concept consists in obtaining a channel-by-channel (inter)calibration of the
ECAL energy response by reconstructing the invariant mass of π 0 → γγ decays. The π 0 calibration is being implemented in CMS as a three-step procedure. The first step is performed by
a dedicated HLT π 0 filter that selects interesting photon pairs from all events passing a subset
of L1 triggers. The selection cuts are based on a limited number of quantities computed using
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Figure 13: a) The invariant mass distribution of the photon pairs selected in the entire CSA08
sample. b) Calibration precision as a function of the η-ring number derived for the 10 × 85
calibration exercise.
the crystal-level information from a localized region around the π 0 candidate. The dedicated
π 0 filter runs on the HLT filter farm, storing only ECAL crystals in a small area surrounding
the selected π 0 candidate.
The second step is the final selection of interesting π 0 → γγ candidates. This step is to be
performed on CAF with a purpose of storing only a purified, lightweight sample of photon
pairs to be used in the actual calibration. In the last step, we use only information from the two
3 × 3 crystal matrices (one for each photon candidate) to derive a calibration constant for each
ECAL crystal. The π 0 selection methods and the iterative calibration algorithms are described
in detail in Reference [10].
In the CSA08 exercise, the π 0 → γγ decays are selected from all available AlcaReco QCD
streams: Minbias, JetEt20, JetEt30, JetEt50,JetEt80, and JetEt110, corresponding to a total of
about 16.5 million generated events (see Table 8). Only events passing the L1 jet triggers are
used. The invariant mass distribution of the selected sample is then fitted to a combination
of a Gaussian distribution (peak) and a fourth-order polynomial (background). The π 0 mass
resolution is obtained as the width of the fitted Gaussian and is found to be 6.8% (see Figure 1a).
The fitted peak gives a total of about 0.75M signal π 0 → γγ decays, corresponding to the
selection efficiency of 4.6% with a signal-to-background ratio of 1.4. It should be noted that
at the LHC 70-80% of selected π 0 decays are expected to come from lower p̂⊥ values of QCD
jet-jet events. As a result, the signal-to-background ratio quoted above is worse than S/B ' 2.0
expected in situ at the LHC.
The rate of useful photon pairs at the LHC is expected to be as high as 1 kHz, which translates
into a sample of about 100M of π 0 → γγ candidates per day of data-taking. Therefore, to
achieve the necessary level of statistical precision we fold the the entire barrel onto a 10 × 85
crystal matrix. This is done by assuming that the calibration constants are the same for both
sides of the barrel in η and periodic in φ: CN (nφ ) = CN (nφ + 10 m), where m is an integer. The
obtained calibration precision as a function of the η-ring number is shown in Figure 1b). We
observe no noticeable systematic effects that could compromise the ability of the π 0 calibration
method to achieve the design-goal calibration precision of 0.5%. In addition, the obtained calibration precision is in good agreement with the predictions obtained from previous studies
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performed with a significantly smaller calibration sample [10, 11].
The large π 0 calibration sample collected during the CSA08 exercise has allowed us for the
first time to test the data throughput and CPU load of our calibration modules. The size of
the calibration sample on disk is found to be only about 400 MB (signal+background), which
indicates that the daily disk load will be at level of ∼ 200 GB, well within the specifications.
For the CSA08 calibration sample of 2.1M photon pairs (signal+background), the iterative calibration procedure can be completed in about 15 minutes. This indicates that the third step of
the calibration procedure (actual calibration) will require at most 50 − 70 CPU-hours on CAF.
However, the observed performance of second step (final selection) translates into a daily load
of about 1000 CPU-hours. In order to decrease the expected computational load, we have since
developed a more lightweight version of the HLT π 0 filter as well as a more robust selection
procedure. As a consequence, the current estimate of the entire daily load on CAF, including
both the selection and calibration, is expected to be about 200 CPU-hours, corresponding to a
requirement of about 10 − 15 CPUs allocated for the π 0 task on CAF.
In conclusion, the CSA08 π 0 calibration excersise confirms that this method is capable of providing a channel-by-channel calibration precision of 1% within a few days of data-taking, almost immediately after startup. For instance,
of Ldt = 2 · 1030 cm−2 s−1 a 1%
R in a scenario
−
1
calibration precision can be achieved within L ' 2 pb . In addition, the first test of the entire calibration workflow not only confirmed the viability of the adopted π 0 calibration strategy
but also has allowed us to further optimize our event selection and calibration modules.

4.5
4.5.1

HCAL Calibration
Introduction

The purpose of the calibration of the Hadronic Calorimeter systems with physics events is to
provide response corrections and establish a stable hadronic energy scale for the collected data.
There are two components in the calibration:

• equalize the response of the detector in η and φ (relative corrections)
• set a reproducible global hadronic energy scale (absolute corrections)
Due to the complex structure of the hadronic calorimeter, its large coverage and different overlap with other detector systems, these goals can only be achieved through the use of several
techniques and data samples. Additional complications come from the non-linearity of HCAL
energy response and the relatively large lateral size of hadronic showers. The HCAL DPG
has defined a number of techniques that allow calibration of all detector subsystems that will
be discussed in a separate Note. Here we concentrate on the techniques used in the CSA08
exercise.
4.5.2

Scope of the HCAL Calibrations and General Workflow in CSA08

The goals for the HCAL calibration in CSA08 are to obtain correction factors for calorimeter
cells in the barrel (HB), endcap (HE), and forward (HF) sub-detectors, thus covering the full η
range of the HCAL. They were set to simulate the scope of calibrations with data samples corresponding to 1-10 pb−1 of integrated luminosity. The only system not covered in the exercise
is the outer hadronic calorimeter (HO). The corrections are derived with respect to STARTUP
and 1 pb−1 conditions that are represented by the S43 and S156 samples, respectively. In the
S43 samples HCAL scale is shifted by 10% with respect to the ideal conditions and smeared by
5%, while for S156 there is a 3% smearing and no additional shifts.
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Due to the nonlinear response of HCAL it is not possible to set an absolute scale that is valid
for all energies of incident hadrons. We define the target absolute scale to correspond to
Ehad /ptrk =1 for MIP-like charged hadrons with momentum 50 GeV in the barrel (Ehad measured in a tower cluster of size 3x3). The criteria for this choice is that the energy is in a region
where the calorimeter response as a function of energy is slowly changing and it can be set and
tested directly.
The calibration workflow in CSA08 includes the following steps:

• equalize the response in HB, HE, and HF within rings of constant η (azimuthal symmetry corrections)
• equalize η response in HB and part of HE using isolated tracks, obtain absolute
energy corrections
• equalize η response in HE and HF using di-jet events, obtain absolute scale corrections
The full workflow was exercised only with the S156 samples, while for S43 the calibration was
restricted to HB.
The calibration steps are not completely independent: the results of each step are used in the
subsequent one. A schematic view of the calibration procedure is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Schematic view of the HCAL calibration workflow in CSA08. The obtained calibration constants are ultimately uploaded to the database for use in reprocessing of the samples.

The data samples used in each of these steps are listed in Table 9.
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φ symmetry

η response, abs scale
in HB, HE (isolated tracks)
η response, abs scale
in HE, HF (Di-jet balancing)

CSA08
phase
S43
S43
S156
S156
S43
S156
S156
S156
S156
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Data sample

Number of events

MinBias (no zero suppression)
Noise (no zero suppression)
MinBias (no zero suppression)
Noise (no zero suppression)
IsoTrack30
IsoTrack30
IsoTrack50
Jet30
Jet50

21 ×106
2.4 ×106
27 ×106
5 ×106
4.6 ×106
6.7 ×106
3.9 ×106
4 ×106
4 ×106

Table 9: ALCARECO samples used for HCAL calibration in CSA08.
4.5.3

Phi Symmetry Calibration

The first step of the HCAL calibration is to equalize the response in φ for each η ring. The
procedure takes advantage of the azimuthal symmetry of the detector and the corresponding
φ-symmetric energy deposition from minimum bias (MinBias) events. The intercalibration is
performed by comparing the average energy deposit in a calorimeter cell to the mean of the
average energy distributions in the entire η-ring. The main challenge is the large channel to
channel noise fluctuations (200-300 MeV) and comparatively small signal (6 MeV in HB at
iη=1, 60 MeV in HE at iη=21, 100 MeV in HF at iη=30, and 600 MeV at iη=40). To perform
the calibration the noise is subtracted in advance using a ”subtraction via variances” technique
that assumes that there is no correlation between signal and noise. This condition is met if the
MinBias and Noise samples are produced with no zero suppression (NZS).
For each channel in segments i, j in η and φ we obtain the variance Vrun (i, j) that has contributions from both noise and signal.
Vrun (i, j) = Vsignal (i, j) + Vnoise (i, j)

(2)

Therefore, up to the accuracy of the noise estimation we can write
Vnew (i, j) = Vrun (i, j) − Vnoise (i, j) ' Vsignal (i, j)

(3)

Using the mean value of signal over the entire η ring
Vmean ( j) = 1/Nφ × ∑(Vnew (i, j))

(4)

we can write the correction coefficient as
q
C (i, j) = (Vmean ( j)/Vnew (i, j))

(5)

φ

For the first part of the exercise (corresponding to STARTUP conditions) 11 million MinBias
events and 2.4 million noise events were used to derive the correction coefficients. The remaining 10 million MinBias events, together with the same noise sample were used for validation.
For conditions corresponds to 1 pb−1 of data (S156 samples) we used 13 millions of MinBias
events and 5 millions of Noise events. The validation was performed with another 13 millions
events and the same sample of Noise events. Figure 15 shows the resolutions as a function of
the iη index of the tower obtained with the S156 samples. The resolutions are mostly limited
by the statistics in the ”noise” sample. They are consistent with the expectations set before the
start of the CSA08 exercise that ranged from 4% near the center in HB detector, to below 1% in
HF.
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Figure 15: Accuracy of the φ-symmetry calibration with S156 samples as a function of η index
of the tower. The lines indicate the expected values for the CSA08 exercise.
4.5.4

Calibration with Isolated Tracks

Isolated tracks are an excellent tool for calibrating the hadronic calorimeter. The high precision
of the track momentum measurement sets a well defined expected energy deposition in the
calorimeter. One can derive correction that equalize the detector response in η and define
an absolute energy scale. However, we have to take into account that charged hadrons can
often deposit a substantial part of their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter. For HCAL
calibration purposes we select only tracks that interact mostly in the HCAL. This subset is
selected by requiring that the energy deposition in ECAL is small, and the tracks behave like
MIPs. Due to the coverage of the tracking system, isolated tracks can be used to calibrate HCAL
up to tower iη=24.
The tracks for the calibration procedure are selected from the IsoTrack30 and IsoTrack50 samples. A track is used only if there are no other tracks with projection within 50 cm of the
intersect of the track trajectory with the face of the hadronic calorimeter. The requirement that
the tracks are isolated prevents overlapping energy depositions and overestimation of the energy. To ensure that the tracks behave like MIP’s in the calorimeter we require that the EM
energy deposited within dRmin of the projection of the track is less than 1 GeV (dRmin = 0.07 in
the barrel and increases linearly in the endcap region).
The hadronic energy deposited by the track can be spread over several towers. Hits in the
hadronic calorimeter contained in a (iη, iφ) cluster of size 3x3 (HB) or 5x5 (HE) are associated
with the track. The cluster sizes are chosen to provide shower containment while avoiding
introduction of excessive noise. In the CSA08 exercise the energies of hits in different depths of
HCAL are added together. Therefore, the energy in HCAL associated with a track comes from
up to 9 (HB) or 25 (HE) individual contributions that are subject to calibration (some towers
may not contain hadronic energy). This necessitates the use of an intercalibration approach.
Given enough statistics one can perform the calibration on a tower-by-tower basis. Efficient
techniques, such as the ”L3 algorithm” are at our disposal [12]. When the sample sizes are
not sufficient the problem can be simplified by reducing the two-dimensional clusters to one
dimension. One can apply the φ symmetry corrections (discussed in the previous section) and
then sum the energies of cells that are contained in the same iη ring. This approach was used
for both the S43 and S165 and samples. The correction factors for each iη ring are obtained
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using the L3 algorithm.
The tracks selected from the IsoTrack30 and IsoTrack50 samples have a broad, exponentially
falling momentum spectrum. Due to the nonlinear response of the hadronic calorimeter the
calibration is possible only if the variation of the calorimeter response is relatively constant for
the sample of tracks. Therefore, the calibration sample must consist of tracks with momenta
in a relatively narrow momentum range. Ideally this range is centered at the target absolute
energy scale. With the S156 samples we selected tracks with momenta 40 < ptrk <60 GeV and
obtained coefficients that equalize the response in η and set the absolute scale to the defined
target. In cases when the number of high-momentum tracks is not sufficient the procedure can
be split into two steps: equalization of the η scale with lower-momentum tracks, followed by
deriving a single multiplicative factor that brings the absolute scale to the predefined target
(used for the S43 samples).
In the CSA08 exercise we used 90% of the IsoTrack events to derive the calibration constants
and the remaining 10% for validation of the absolute scale. The energy scale in the endcap
region was well reproduced by the validation sample - Figure 16. The scale in the barrel region
was overestimated by 5%. Prior to CSA08 we have not had samples to test in a realistic environment different minimization algorithms for HCAL calibration with isolated tracks. This
was our first encounter of a possible effect of the broad response function on the performance
of the minimization procedure. Due to lack of time for detailed studies, for HB we used η and
scale corrections obtained from the true response in single track MC (in addition to the empirical phi corrections). Subsequent studies provided some evidence that the shifted scale in HB is
related to the effect of HCAL resolution [13] on L3 minimization. Since then we have tested an
alternative approach that seems to avoid the problem.
4.5.5

Calibration Using Di-Jet Balancing

Di-jet balancing is used to calibrate HF and the HE region not covered by the tracking system.
This calibration procedure is performed after the phi symmetry corrections are available and
after HB is fully calibrated.
The procedure makes use of the p T balance in di-jet events and propagates the absolute energy
scale obtained with isolated tracks to the high-η regions.
re f

We select events with one ”reference” jet with ET >30 GeV in the barrel (η <1) and another
”probe” jet in the endcap or forward region (η >2). The two jets must be well separated in φ:
∆φ( j1 , j2 ) >150◦ . No additional jets with ET >5 GeV are allowed. The expected energy of the
probe jet is
probe
re f
Eexp = ET / sin(θ re f )
Taking into account that the EM energy resolution and scale are known with much higher
precision than for HCAL, the expected hadronic energy of a probe jet in HE is
probe

probe

Eexp had = E probe − EEM
while for a probe jet in HF it is
probe

re f

Eexp had = ET / sin(θ re f )
The minimization procedure for obtaining the correction coefficients is similar to the one used
for isolated tracks. The expected hadronic energy is the target energy in minimization. In the
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case of jets one can have contributions from a much larger number of calorimeter cells. Like
in the case of isolated tracks, the energies in HCAL depths are summed, and after applying
the phi symmetry correction factors, the energies of cells in the same η ring are also added
together. The L3 minimization algorithm is used to obtain correction factors that are common
for the HCAL calorimeter cells in the same iη ring.
The energy scale definition in the di-jet balancing procedure is not as robust as for isolated
tracks. The obtained coefficients are treated as relative correction factors rather than absolute.
The absolute scale calibration is obtained by applying an additional common scale factor obtained from the requirement that the corrections from di-jet balancing match the corrections
from isolated tracks in the overlapping η-region in HE.
The di-jet balancing calibration was performed using the Jet50 sample (4 million events) with
the 1 pb−1 conditions (S156). The correction factors were validated with the Jet30 sample (4
million events). The correction shapes were consistent with the expectation. One of the effects
of the corrections for HF is the lowering of the hadronic scale by ∼ 30%. As a side effect, the
HCAL calibration with physics events will reduce the jet trigger rates without resorting to η
dependent thresholds.
The iη dependence of the Di-Jet balancing correction is shown in Figure 17. The response
corrections from this sample cover the ranges |iη | >23.
After the completion of the last step of the calibration workflow the response corrections for
the HB, HE, and HF were uploaded to the database and made available for the reprocessing of
the samples for the physics analyses.
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Figure 16: Response in HE to MIP-like isolated tracks after applying the corrections to
the validation sample.
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Figure 17: Absolute response corrections as a
function of iη of HCAL calorimeter cells obtained with the S156 samples.

Conclusions

The CSA08 exercise provided us with the opportunity to test a chain for full calibration of the
HB, HE, and HF hadronic calorimeter subsystems. The calibrations with isolated tracks and
di-jet balancing were performed for the first time. We were able to identify areas that need
additional attention and are performing studies to improve the calibration procedures. Based
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Figure 18: (a) Depth at which the electrons were produced versus their drift distance from the
track impact point. (b) The average drift of electrons as a function of the production depth in
the sensor buld. The solid line shows the fit. The slope, p1, corresponds to tan θ L . Both figures
are for isolated global muon tracks which cross pixel module 1 in layer 1, in the S156 alignment
scenario.
on the experience from CSA08 a number of improvements in the triggers and the workflow
organization are being implemented.

4.6
4.6.1

Tracker Calibration
Pixel Lorentz angle calibration

The measurement of the Lorentz angle in pixel sensors is based on well measured muon tracks.
The analysis consists of a measurement of the drift length as a function of the depth in the
silicon bulk. The Lorentz angle is extracted for eight rings of the three pixel barrel layers. From
an analysis of simulated data an accuracy of 2% on θ L can be achieved from just 1000 muon
tracks [14]. This corresponds to a systematic shift in the hit reconstruction of less than 1.5 µm
which will decrease with increasing integrated luminosity.
In principle, all types of tracks would be suitable for the measurement. However, to avoid
hadron interactions it was decided that only isolated global muon candidates are used. In
order to measure the drift length as a function of depth, only tracks with shallow impact angle
with respect to the sensor surface are included. The event selection criteria are described in
[14]. An additional requirement on the residuals of the reconstructed track with respect to the
tracking clusters was applied to reject poorly reconstructed tracks. The S156 scenario was used
for tracker alignment.
The impact position was measured by extrapolating the trajectory to each detector layer. The
charge collected in the pixel sensor is measured as a function of the distance to the impact
position for a large number of tracks. Figure 18(a) shows the charge drift distance vs. depth,
where the Lorentz angle is equal to the slope of this distribution. The average drift distance
of an electron created at a certain depth is shown in Fig. 18(b). A linear fit is performed over
the total depth of the detector, excluding the first and last 50 µm where the charge drift is
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Figure 19: The results for tan θ L for the three barrel layers and eight detector rings in the S156
alignment scenario. The solid line shows the simulated value of tan θ L = 0.424 corresponding
to θ L = 23◦ .
systematically displaced by the finite size of the pixel cell.
Since the irradiation will not be uniform accross the detector, the Lorentz angle has to be determined independently for different regions of pseudorapidity. The barrel pixel detector is made
of three layers, which are further divided into eight rings, corresponding to the eight modules
along the direction of the beam-pipe. The fit results for a simulated Lorentz angle of 23◦ are
shown in Fig. 19. The tan θ L values measured for the three separate detector layers are shown
with full cirlcles while the red solid line corresponds to the simulated value.
The measured Lorentz angle values are listed in Tab. 10. The measured values of the Lorentz
angle for each separate layer in the barrel detector are listed. When all layers are included in
a single fit, the Lorentz angle is measured with an accuracy of 0.1%, which is corresponds to
a cluster reconstruction systematic uncertainty of less than 1µm. Only statistical uncertainties
are taken into account.
Table 10: Results of the pixel Lorentz angle measurement in the S156 alignment scenario. Listed
are the results of a global fit to all detector layers and the fit results for the individial layers of
the pixel barrel detector. The global fit yields an uncertainty on the measured value of θ L of
0.1%, which would correspond to less than 1µm.
offset
slope
rel.err (%)
global Fit: 1.649 ± 0.068 0.41902 ± 0.00044
0.11
layer1 Fit: 1.834 ± 0.084 0.41810 ± 0.00054
0.13
layer2 Fit: 1.130 ± 0.135 0.42189 ± 0.00087
0.21
layer3 Fit: 1.893 ± 0.230 0.41714 ± 0.00149
0.36

4.6.2

Strip Lorentz angle calibration

The Lorentz angle Θ L , by which charge carriers in a silicon sensor are deflected in a magnetic
field B transverse to the drift direction, is given by
tan Θ L = µ H B ,
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where, the Hall mobility µ H is the drift mobility in a magnetic field. During the CSA08 the
Lorentz angle was measured by the track incident angle for which minimum cluster size is
achieved, which provides a direct estimate of the Lorentz angle itself, as shown in fig. 20. More
details about this method and the Lorentz angle in silicon detectors can be found in [15].

(a)

(b)

Figure 20: Schematic representation of the cluster formation in presence of a magnetic field. Tracks
incident with a generic angle (a) and with an angle equal to the Lorentz angle (b) are considered. The
cluster is represented by the rectangle.
The analysis was performed at module level, using the minimum bias events belonging to the
sample S156, about 20 million events. In order to be able to compare results from different
modules, the value of µ H was determined from the value and direction of B in the module.
These values are uploaded to the offline database such that they can be used during the reconstruction to calculate the shift due to the Lorentz angle and correct for it.
In the Monte Carlo simulation the values used for µ H were also taken from the database, where
a relative miscalibration of about 20% module-by-module was introduced. As a consequence,
the values used in the simulation are 0.028 ± 0.005 in the Tracker Inner Barrel and 0.030 ±
0.006 in the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB), where the difference is due to the different thickness,
respectively 300 µm and 500 µm, and the non linearity of the electric field. In the End-caps
disks, instead, since the magnetic and electric fields are parallel, the drift direction is unaffected
and the Lorentz angle is null.
The simulated data were reconstructed assuming ideal detector conditions and the Lorentz
angle measured2 . The difference between the values of the µ H between measured and expected
values are shown in fig. 21 and 22 for each layer of the barrel region of the tracker. A small
bias was found both for TIB and TOB layers: the measured Lorentz angle is on average about
5% percent lower than the expected one. This effect needs to be further investigated, however,
a 5% difference in the Lorentz angle correspond to about 1 µm shift in the reconstructed cluster
position in the TOB and even less in the TIB. Therefore the accuracy of the method is good
enough for the precision required in the reconstruction.
The results are independent from whether alignment calibration has been applied or not, which
can be explained by the fact that the alignment algorithms does not contraint (especially with
low statistics) the angle of the module in the plane shown in fig. 20. On the other hand, the
alignment may correct for a shift due to a miscalibrated Lorentz angle. In case large deviations
are observed in the Hall mobility, e.g. due to irradiation or other unexpected effects, to avoid
interference among the two workflows, it could be important to measure first the Lorentz angle
and, only after, run alignment algorithms, especially if the latter can reach few microns precision. This kind of interference was not observed in the CSA08, though the miscalibration of the
2 Because of a mistake, in the reconstruction of the S43 sample, the same miscalibrated conditions were used in
the reconstruction, possibly biasing the measurement. Therefore results for S43 are not shown here.
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Figure 21: Residuals of µ H in TIB layers.
Lorentz angle was quite large. But the achieved alignment precision was still much larger than
the 3-5 µm shift due to it.
4.6.3

Strip charge response calibration

The charge released in the silicon strip sensors by the passage of a charged particle induces a
signal on a set of adjacent strips. A set of adjacent strips whose readout charges satisfy certain
conditions [16] is called cluster. The signal amplitude on a strip is sampled every 25 ns and
translated into ADC counts by the readout electronics chain. Three consecutive samplings
around the triggered bunch crossing are used in deconvolution mode, whereas a single sampling
is used in peak mode, which is the default electronics working mode for CMS startup and in the
CSA08 exercise.
A uniform and well known response across all silicon detectors is important for a number of
purposes:

• monitor variations in the detector response
• evaluate in an unbiased way the position and error on the crossing point of charged
particles
• identify particles based on ionization energy loss
Non-uniformities in the sensors and in the signal readout chain can affect the charge collection and the signal amplification. The components involved in the readout chain are the alu-
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Figure 22: Residuals of µ H in TOB layers.
minium strips, the on-detector APV [17] and Analog Opto-hybrid (AOH) [18] chips, the optical
fibers [18] and the FED FPGAs [19].
A significant contribution to possible gain non-uniformities is expected to come from the Linear Laser Driver (LLD) ASIC [20], which is part of the AOH chip. The AOH serves all the
strips connected to a pair of adjacent APVs mounted on a silicon detector, that is, 256 adjacent
strips. Even in the presence of a perfectly uniform detector and electronics components, charge
response non-uniformities may arise due to non-perfect signal sampling synchronization.
The response of part of the signal processing chain can be obtained using a calibration signal,
called tick mark, that can be produced by each APV chip. Dedicated calibration runs are foreseen in order to compute a first set of corrections to be applied in the software. Each calibration
constant will be used to correct the charge read on the strips served by the corresponding APV.
The calibration constants obtained with the tick mark method cannot account for non-uniformities
in the silicon, readout chain upstream the LLD, as well as non perfect signal sampling synchro-
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nization. In addition, the spread of the actual heights of the calibration signals is of the order
of 10% [21], which therefore represents the intrinsic precision of the method.
The ultimate equalization of the charge response can only be obtained by looking at signals
produced by particles. The charge released in thin material layers is well known to be Landau
distributed. The simple calibration procedure that has been developed for CSA08 and CMS
startup consists of the following steps:
1. take the charge of the clusters associated to any track reconstructed by the standard Combinatorial Track Finder algorithm with p > 1 GeV/c in Minimum Bias events
2. normalize the charge to the distance travelled by the particle through the active material
of the detector
3. produce a separate normalized cluster charge distribution for each APV chip by excluding clusters spanning across the border between two chips or involving the first or last
strip of the detector
4. fit the obtained distributions to a Landau curve.
5. for each APV, take the ratio of the Most Probable Value (MPV) of the fitted curve to the
average of all MPV values (< MPV >) and use this ratio as the inter-calibration constant
to be applied in the software to correct the charge read on all the strips of the given APV.
While this procedure guarantees that all MPV are aligned to some reference value, it cannot
guarantee that the shape of the distributions, which is affected by the residual non-linear dependence of the ionization energy loss on the pathlength, is the same. This subject goes beyond
the scope of this note and is discussed in a dedicated document in preparation.
The procedure outlined above is limited by the different momentum spectra of the particles
that illuminate the various detectors. As a consequence, differences in calibration constants of
up to 5-10% can be expected with respect to a situation where all detectors are illuminated with
true mips. The ideal scenario would be closely approximated if a sample of higher momentum
tracks (e.g. 15 < p < 20 GeV/c) was used. The statistics needed by this refined calibration
procedure could be largely reduced by first intercalibrating rings of APV chips at constant η
and R using Minimum Bias events. The APV chips in one such ring receive indeed the same
particle momentum spectrum. This refined calibration strategy has not been attempted in the
CSA08 exercise.
At CSA08 the S43 (S156) samples had the charge response of the strips of each APV chip miscalibrated by a positive constant that had been extracted from a Gaussian distribution with mean
1 and variance 0.1 (0.05).
The charge response calibration constants were computed using 13 millions events from data
sample
/MinBias/CSA08 1PB V2 RECO SiStripCalMinBias v1/ALCARECO
This set of events will be called in the following the calibration sample. The percentage of
APV chips for which the calibration computation was successful was 99.96%. The conditions
for a successful computation are a minimum of 100 entries in the corresponding normalised
charge distribution, a normalized χ2 of the Landau fit smaller than 500 and an error on the
MPV smaller than 3 ADC. A unit calibration constant, meaning no correction to be applied, is
assigned to the APV chips for which the computation is unsuccessful.
The distribution of the MPV values computed on the calibration sample is shown on the left
plot of Figure 23. The spread of the distribution is larger than the 5% Gaussian sigma applied at
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Figure 23: Left: Distribution of the MPV values, as defined in text, for all APV chips of the
silicon strip tracker and for the S156 calibration sample.
Right: as above, but after re-reconstructing the S156 test sample with computed calibration
constants; a Gaussian fit to the core of the overall distribution is also shown.
simulation level because of the afore-mentioned non linear dependence of the charge response
on the particle pathlength.
The constants computed out of the calibration sample were used to re-reconstruct all S156 data
samples. In order to test the effect of the calibration constants, all the steps of the calibration
procedures were repeated on a test sample composed of 11 millions events from data sample
/MinBias/CSA08 STARTUP V2 v1/GEN-SIM-RAW
after reconstructing clusters and tracks with GlobalTag CSA08 S156::All, which includes the
charge calibration constants computed on the calibration sample as described above. The distribution of the MPV values obtained in this way is shown on the right plot of Figure 23. A
Gaussian fit to the core of this distribution yields a σ/ < MPV > smaller than 0.5%. The percentage of APV chips that yield an | MPV − < MPV > | greater than 3σ is < 5%. These large
non-Gaussian tails are mainly due to the cut-off at 253 ADC counts applied by the FEDs at
channel level. This cut-off causes the Landau fit to the charge distribution of detectors crossed
with high pathlengths to be systematically biased (this effect is discussed in a dedicated document in preparation). The percentage of unsuccessful MPV computations is < 0.05%. The
above test together with the indicated limits can be adopted as the performance metrics to verify the success of the calibration procedure on real data. It is clear that on real data the test
sample will have to be collected in the same time interval as the calibration sample.

4.7

Muon DT Calibration

The main aim of the DT Calibration process at CSA08 is to compute the Time Pedestals,which
allow the drift times to be synchronized, and to calibrate the Drift Velocity in order to understand the time-space relationship within the drift cell .
These two kinds of calibration constants are only a subset of all the calibration constants needed
by the DT chamber system to be operative. The other calibrations are: the inter-channel synchronization, which accounts for the different signal path lengths to the readout electronics; the
list of noise channels and the list of dead channels. These kinds of calibrations are determined
using special calibrations runs (test pulse runs, random trigger runs) but can not be studied
with simulated data.
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The Time Pedestals, referred in the following as tTrig constants, are extracted directly from the
distribution of the digi-times [22]. The Drift Velocity, referred in the following as vDrift, is
calculated using the Meantimer technique which determines also the uncertainty of the reconstructed hit position [22]. It should be noted that two reconstruction algorithms are available in
the DT software: the first one uses a constant drift velocity on the whole cell, the second one is
based on a parameterization of the cell response [23]. Only in the first case the drift velocity can
be previously calibrated, while in the second algorithm the dependency of the drift velocity on
the relevant parameters is already accounted for by the parameterization.
A detailed DT Calibration Workflow has been defined and will be described in the next section.
All software and computing tools used at CSA08 are as close as possible to the final ones which
will be adopted at the LHC start up. The procedures for the determination of the time pedestals
and the corresponding results are described in Section 4.7.2, while Section 4.7.3 shows the results for the parametrized drift velocity algorithm. Finally Section 4.7.4 describes the results of
vDrift calibration based on the Meantimer algorithm.
4.7.1

The DT Calibration Workflow

The main objective of the DT Calibration during iCSA08 is to exercise as much as possible the
DT Muon Calibration Workflow in order to demonstrate its readiness for the LHC startup. In
CSA08 we aimed to produce and to use the calibration in ”real-time”: the process to compute
the constants is started as soon as the data samples are available, the new constants are then
stored into a Data Bases (DB) which is finally uploaded into ORCON. The full workflow is
processed within 24 h, after this time the new constants are ready to be used by the central
facility at Tier0 (T0) for the data reprocessing.
In the following the DT Calibration workflow is presented for the production of the tTrig and
vDrift. It is important to mention that the same workflow is under test for real data streams
during the detector commissioning.
During the CSA08 the generated samples were promptly reconstructed at T0, using pre-existing
DT calibration constants (start up conditions). In particular the samples

• /MuonPT5/CSA08 STARTUP V2 RpcCalHLT v1/ALCARECO
• /MuonPT11/CSA08 1PB V2 RECO MuAlZMuMu v1/ALCARECO
have been used for the DT Calibration. They correspond, respectively, to an integrated luminosity at LHC startup of 1 pb-1 (S43 scenario) and 10 pb-1 (S156 scenario). Since the DT
calibration results are the same for the two samples, only data from the S156 sample are shown
here.
The workflows for the time pedestals computation and the drift velocity calibration are similar
and they consist mainly in two steps: the production of the constants and their validation.
For this reason only details on the tTrig calibration workflow are described. The Production
step run at CAF using the CRAB facility. First a temporary tTrig DB is produced which is, then,
input to an automatic procedure to correct the ttrig values far from the expected ones. Incorrect
tTrig values may happen due to low statistics or to particular track topologies (the second case
is proper of real cosmic data which enter the CMS detector from outside and do not have the
typical symmetry of the pp interaction).
The corrected tTrig DB is then input to the Validation Step. Also the Validation process run at
CAF, it uses the CRAB facility and its code resides in the DQM package. This characteristic is
fundamental to exploit all the DQM facilities. In case of failures during the Validation Step,
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the intervention of an expert is foreseen. The workflow ends when the final DB is loaded to
ORCON.
About 10 k hits per SL are enough to perform with good precision the tTrig and the vDrift calibration.This statistics corresponds to about 150 k muons in the whole DT detector assuming a
flat eta and phi distribution. Both the calibration constants have to be recomputed each time the
experimental conditions change (e.g. the trigger latency influences directly the time pedestals).
During the CSA08 the experimental conditions have not changed but samples corresponding to
two different luminosities have been produced. Two different DBs have therefore been created
and loaded to ORCON, even if they give coincident results.
4.7.2

Time Pedestal Calibration

The Time Pedestals are computed with a Super Layer granularity and they are estimated directly from the distribution of the digi times, usually referred as time box, with the procedure
described here [22]. The rising edge of the time box is fitted with the integral of a Gaussian: the
mean of the Gaussian is located in the middle of the rising edge while the standard deviation
is an indication of its slope. The optimal value of the tTrig should correspond to the beginning
of the rising edge. This is computed through the relation:
tTrig = mean − k · sigma

(6)

where k is a factor used to tune the delay: the fine tuning of the tTrig is performed requiring
the minimization of the residuals on the reconstructed hit position.

Tmean [nsec]

The optimal value of tTrig, and therefore the k factor tuning, depends on the algorithm used
for the drift velocity in the reconstruction. The analysis of the CSA08 samples shows that the
most precise residuals with parameterized drift velocity are obtained with k = 2.
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Figure 24: Distribution of the mean value (Tmean) of the fit of the rising edge of the timebox.
The distributions of the mean values and the slopes from the fit to the time box rising edge
are illustrated in Fig 24 and 25. The values of the most internal SuperLayer (phi1) for each
chamber/sector/wheel are indicated with different colors. The means are homogeneously distributed around an average value of 507 nsec. The slopes of the rising edge is due to different
contributions like the fluctuations of the drift paths of the electrons, of the propagation time
along the wire and of the time of flight within the SuperLayer. Fig 25 illustrates a constant
average value of 4 ns for all the wheels with a spread of less than 1 nsec which is comparable
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Figure 25: Distribution of the standard deviation of the fit to the rising edge of the time box,
which measure the slope of the rising edge.
to the experimental precision reached by the TDC counts (the finite step size of the TDC is 0.78
ns). The resulting Trig values, computed using eq. 6 , are very close to the ones used for the
simulation of the DT digitized hit (500 nsec).
4.7.3

DT Resolution with Parameterized Drift Velocity

The residuals are computed as the difference between the distance of the hit and the 3D segment reconstructed fitting all the hits inside each chamber. The reconstruction of the segment
is performed in three consecutive steps which allow refining the knowledge of the drift time
and the magnetic field value. At each step also the positions of the single hits is updated accordingly to this refined information. In the following results only the third step is considered,
therefore the best corrections for the propagation time along the wire and for the time of flight
within the SuperLayer are taken into account in the determination of the hit position.
In Fig. 26 the standard deviation of the residuals fit are shown for the most internal SuperLayer
(phi1) for each chamber/sector/wheel. This quantity is directly connected to the chamber resolution and shows a constant value for the internal chambers (MB1, MB2, MB3) of 200 microns
which is close to the nominal resolution of the DT chambers. A worse resolution ( 250 microns)
is obtained for MB4 chambers because of the presence of only two out of three SuperLayers acting in the other chambers.
4.7.4

Drift Velocity Calibration

To compute the effective drift velocity we use the Meantimer method described in [22] . This
technique estimates the maximum drift time and therefore the average drift velocity in the
cell. Moreover, it also measures the cell resolution, which can be used as an estimate of the
uncertainty associated to each measurement.
In Fig. 27 the drift velocity is shown for the most internal SuperLayer (phi1) for each chamber/sector/wheel. An average value of approximately 54.2 microns/nsec (k = 3.5) is observed
for all chambers except for the MB1 chambers in the wheels near the endcap regions, where the
value of the drift velocity is lower of 2.2%. This result is in agreement with what has been obtained in [24] and it confirms, for the other chambers, a good stability of the drift velocity. From
the Meantimer technique we can have a first estimate of the cell resolution using the relation:
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Figure 26: Distribution of the standard deviation values of the fit to the residuals between the
hit and the 3D segment at the third local reconstruction step for the central wheel.
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Resolution = vDri f t· < sigmaTMax >

(7)
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where sigmaTMax is the standard deviation of the meantimer distribution (for a more precise
definition see [22] ).

Sectors and Chambers

Figure 28: Distribution of the chamber resolution computed with the standard deviation of the
Meantimer distributions, following the expression 7
In Fig. 28 the cell resolution computed using 7 is shown for the full DT system. The resolution
values are better then 250 microns for the MB2 and MB3 chambers in all the wheels and for
MB1 chambers in the central wheel. The resolution deteriorates for the MB1 chambers in the
wheels close to the endcaps where the non-linearity effects, due to inhomogeneous stray fields,
become important. In addition a worse resolution for the MB4 chambers is observed because
only one reconstruction projection is present in the detector.
The resolution calculated from the Meantimer technique does not take into account the corrections for the time of propagation along the wire and the time of flight. The subsequent steps
of the local reconstruction [25] allow performing these corrections and reaching a better cell
resolution (comparable with the results obtained in Sec. 4.7.3 using the parameterized drift velocity). In Fig. 29 the standard deviation of the fit to the residuals computed with respect to
the reconstructed 3D segments, using the constant calibrated drift velocity for most internal
SuperLayer (phi1) for each chamber/sector/wheel is shown. This quantity represents the cell
resolution and an improvement is observed wrt Fig. 28.
MB2 and MB3 chambers mantain a constant resolution close to 200 microns for all wheels. In
MB1 chambers the resolution ranges from the 200 microns in the central wheel to the 250 microns in the outer wheels because of the presence of inhomogeneous stray fields. MB4 chambers resolution is around 250 microns for all wheels because those chambers may reconstruct
tracks only in r − phi projection.
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Figure 29: Distribution of the standard deviation of the fit to the residuals computed with
respect to the reconstructed 3D segments, using the constant calibrated drift velocity.The values
represent the reconstructed hit resolution in each SuperLayer for all chambers/sectors/wheels.
4.7.5

Conclusions

The DT Calibration task has been successfully tested during the CSA08 challenge. The test of
the complete DT Calibration Workflow, from the input of the AlcaReco samples to the loading
of the Condition Data Bases to ORCON, has been performed using software and tools which
automate the production of the calibration constants. In addition, where it has been possible,
the process exploits the central computing facilities, e.g. for the Validation step of the constants
the code is included in the central DQM package. The DT Calibration process at CSA08 consists
in the calculation of the Time Pedestals and the Drift Velocity. The tTrig calibration indicates a
very regular behaviour over all SuperLayers/Chambers/Sectors/Wheels with a constant value
which results to be the same used for the generation of the simulated samples. The vDrift calibration results are in agreement with a previous study [24] , moreover an estimation of the hit
resolution at the third reconstruction step is given. The two available reconstruction algorithms
(the one based on a parameterization of the cell response, and the one which uses a constant
calibrated drift velocity on the whole cell) have been compared. The results are comparable
for the central wheel and indicate a cell resolution in the r − phi projection of 200 microns (250
microns in MB4) which is compatible with the nominal cell resolution. As expected the resolution for the external wheels becomes worse because of larger track angles and stray magnetic
fields. In conclusion the DT Calibration exercise at CSA08 has fulfilled the initially planned
performance metrics and its results are fundamental for the DT local reconstruction.

4.8

Muon RPC Monitoring

The RPC system of CMS is designed to give a robust, fast and reliable first level muon trigger.
Its efficiency will be a complex function of the detection efficiencies of the chambers building
up the system, and will depend on possible changes of their operation point. Therefore, it is
essential to prepare a monitor of both RPC chambers and trigger performance as fast and accurate as possible, to be ready to rapidly adjust operating conditions in order to assure optimal
overall system performance and help keep systematics in physics analyses under control.
This is performed very effectively via a dedicated RPC calibration stream. The basic idea is to
use muon events coming directly from the L1 trigger which, normally, should also pass HLT
selection to be written on tape. These events would assure a much higher yield, at least from
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10 to 100 times, with respect to the normal HLT stream, but at the cost that the event size has
to be reduced not to occupy too much data bandiwdth. At the moment, it is thought to skim
these events keeping just the DT and CSC segments, the RPC digis, and the Trigger tags, even
if this could still need tuning as further studies are performed. The overall gain, in addition to
a higher statistics, is that smaller events are easier to handle, transfer, process, store, etc., with
the drawback that a reduced amount of info leads to the need of optimizing the algorithms
used and carefully select the streamed infos.
During CSA08, it was decided to use mainly the MuonPt5 sample, due to its high statistics,
event simplicity and the fact algorithms already developed for analysing cosmic muon runs
could be used almost as they were. Nevertheless it is worth to note that this was the very first
time that an extensive test of these methods applied to muons coming roughly from the vertex
was performed by the RPCs community.
A first coarse estimate of the requested bandwith for RPC calibration stream ranges between
0.4 to 4 MB/s (respectively at 2 × 1030 and 2 × 1031 cm−2 s−1 luminosity), but, since this value is
dominated by overhead, some improvement can be evisaged. The system was set up in order
to check the main detector performance characteristics, like overall efficiency, strip multiplicity,
space resolution, etc., and be able to spot any possible problem in the system, as for instance
chamber or trigger efficiency ”holes”, problems in occupancy or dead strips.
For what concerns efficiency evaluation, procedure is as follows: events with segments from
DTs and/or CSCs have been selected; segments are extrapolated to the closest RPC to find the
predicted intersection point of the muon track, and the RPC is considered efficient if the center
of a cluster of fired strips lies in a range of ±4 cm around the predicted point. In this case the
relevant quantities can be computed. Detail can be found in [26].
Efficiency of some chambers of Wheel 0, computed in this way, is reported in Fig. 30; as a guide
to the eye, the line corresponding to a 95% efficiency is superimposed to the plot. This value is
the default embedded in the RPC chamber simulation and it is therefore the one expected to be
obtained via this algorithm; by running it on about 2M events we obtain an average value of
95.4 ± 0.12%. Since the efficiency in the simulation can be changed at will, an accurate study to

Figure 30: Efficiency for some chambers of Wheel 0
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Figure 31: Chamber occupancy, for Wheel 0 in the barrel (at left) and Disk −1 in the endcap (at
right)

Figure 32: Residual distribution, for a chamber in layer 1 (at left) and for a chamber in layer 5
(at right)
estimate the amount of events necessary to spot a change in efficiency is, in this way, possible.
Chamber occupancy, i.e. how many times during a particular run a chamber has been crossed
by a muon and resulted to be efficient, as a function of the position of the crossing point is
reported in Fig. 31, for Wheel 0 in the barrel and Disk −1 in the endcap; in this case the projections of the relative 2-dimensional plots (also usually called ”muon radiography”) have been
done, to put in evidence possible inefficiency structures at the strip level, which are by far the
most frequent. A visual inspection of these plots can immediately give an idea of the overall
situation and an authomatic procedure to produce warnings in case the efficiency of a certain
strip is below a predefined threshold can be easily set up.
Finally, space resolution of the RPC system was studied; this is simply related to the residual
distribution between the position of the point predicted by DTs and the position actually measured by the RPCs, i.e. the geometrical center of the fired strip closest to the impinging track.
Moreover, since DTs space resolution is orders of magnitude better that the one expected from
RPCs, the RMS of the residual distribution is a good estimator of the resolution of the RPC
system. Residual distributions are reported in Fig. 32, for a chamber of Wheel 0 in layer 1, corresponding to RB1in, the closest to the beam pipe, and layer 5, corresponding to RB3. The fact
these distributions becomes larger and larger moving toward outer layers is simply explained
by the fact that RPC strip width L increases accordingly; the observed RMS are in fact in good
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√
agreement with the rough estimation of L/ 12; to better put in evidence this fact, just events
with a unitary strip multiplicity were selected for this plots.
Summarizing, the idea at the basis of this excercise was to verify the possibility to set up a
fast and accurate monitor of the RPC system performance with a reduced amount of infos,
and therefore assess the feasibility to use the RPC calibration stream for these purposes. This
was the main goal justifying the partecipation of RPCs in the CSA08 excercise and was met to
full satisfaction. In addition it was demonstrated that algorithms developed and validated for
cosmic muons can be effectively used also for muons coming from collisions and behave as
expected. Next steps will include the completion, refinement and optimization of the machinery so that tests with more statistics and different kinds of events can be performed. As the
comprehension of these methods is growing, also new specifical algorithms can be developed
and implemented.

5

Physics Analyses

5.1

Overview

One of the major goals of physics plan in the first part of 2008 has been to ensure that CMS
has an end-to-end procedure in place for how we will go from “readout to the final physics
plot”. The overall exercise of reviewing this plan and establishing its completeness and in
some cases supplementing it with additional steps and intermediate results to correct for any
deficiencies has been referred to as the ‘vertical integration’ between physics analysis and the
detector groups.
Important additional goals have been the identification of areas lacking work along with urgent items that needed to be worked upon prior to the start of data-taking. Lastly, this ‘vertical
integration’ was intended to strengthen the links between the different actors in CMS (the detector/trigger/DPG/POG/PAG groups) and to identify any areas that are uncovered because
they are on the interface between groups.
To this end, a number of workshops have been organized, each concentrated on the commissioning of a physics object (electrons, muons, jets,. . . ). Each workshop started with the presentation of a so-called ‘driver’ analysis and proceeded to address all the steps necessary to
go from the low-level data in the detectors all the way to the final measurement. These workshops formed the prototype plan of the work needed in each detector and physics area in order
to complete the first physics measurements.
The primary goal of the physics analyses during the CSA08 exercise has been to exercise this
plan, putting it to test against realistic data samples, realistic incoming data flows and realistic
time scales. For each analysis, a team of people from the detector and physics (object and
analysis) groups was identified to rehearse the plan of commissioning each physics object and
the earliest physics measurements. Technically, the teams were expected to carry out a quasireal-time analysis on the CAF and on one/two Tier-2 centers, simulating the conditions of early
running. Four analyses were thus selected to demonstrate the startup plan of each detector
along with the commissioning of a key physics object, always with early observations of key
physics signals in mind. The list was certainly not an exhaustive list but only intended as a
‘dress rehearsal’ to the extent allowed by the practicalities of the simulations and samples.
The four analyses selected were
1. The measurement of the inclusive charged particle spectrum plus the underlying event.
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These two topics exercised the plans for commissioning the tracking of CMS.
2. The early observation of muons and the measurement of the dimuon mass spectrum and
the observation of the J/Ψ, Υ and Z resonances.
3. The early observation of electrons and the observation of the Z resonance.
4. The early observation of jets, their corrections and the extraction of early jet physics.
In the following sections, the work leading to each analysis and the main results from each are
reported.

5.2

Hadron Spectra

The measurement of hadron spectra in minimum bias p-p collisions may give one of the first
physics results at LHC [27]. Besides its importance for physics this analysis can also serve as
an important tool for calibration and understanding of the CMS detector.
With the present exercise the goals were to test all parts of the analysis, such as the use of
simulation or reconstruction based correction tables and calibrations; extraction of inclusive
hadron spectrum at low p T ; verification of primary vertex finding, as well as neutral hadron
detection capabilities. With help of selected low multiplicity events several calibration tasks
were carried out, such as the estimate of geometrical acceptance and algorithmic efficiency;
compatibility tables for tracker cluster shape filters; inter-calibration for pixel and strip energy
loss estimators.
The foreseen calorimetric Level-1 minimum bias trigger will be very hard (ET > 2 GeV), because it will reject 2/3 (one-sided) or 1/3 (symmetric) of all inelastic p-p events. Therefore the
so called zero-bias (random or clock) trigger with offline track (or vertex) triggers were used
for this analysis.
Since the most probable p T of produced hadrons is around 0.2-0.25 GeV/c, a special track reconstruction was essential for this analysis. For the creation of pixel hit triplets a non-standard
algorithm was used that enables the reconstruction of charged particles down to p T of 0.075
GeV/c. It operates on tracker hits and needs access to hit clusters, but it is not yet in the standard reconstruction sequence. As hit clusters (and dE/dx information) will only be part of
RECO and/or AOD only from 2 1 X on, some special solution was needed for this exercise using 2 0 X: the sample containing raw data was used (/MinBias/CSA08 STARTUP V2 v1/GENSIM-RAW, about 27 million events). This way the reconstruction process had to go through
raw → digi → rechit → rectrack phases which slowed down the analysis by an order of magnitude (on average about 1 s/event). Another, faster option was the alignment-calibration
stream /MinBias/CSA08 STARTUP V2 SiStripCalMinBias v1/ALCARECO, but in that case it
was not possible to apply different calibration tags.
The jobs were submitted from CAF using CRAB. (The 13.4 TB raw data was transferred to
T2 HU Budapest in 3 days and the job submission worked from there as well.) Due to the time
constraints of the full reconstruction only the first 2 millions events were used for analysis. All
calibration tags were tried (STARTUP V2, CSA08 S43, CSA08 S156), with special tags to have
the strip calibration correct.
The performance of the reconstruction methods (geometrical acceptance and reconstruction
efficiency) was obtained from the comparison of simulated and reconstructed tracks. Hardly
any change when going from startup to S43 and S156 constants is visible (Fig. 33), thanks to
the low multiplicity of the average minimum bias event, and the proper guess of alignment
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Figure 33: Fake track rate as a function of η with startup (left) and S156 calibration constants
(right).
position errors in the tracker. The rate of fake tracks is around 0.5% if p T < 3 GeV/c. Above
that p T it starts increasing due to the rapid fall of the distribution of true particles and the flat
behavior of that of fakes. With better and better calibration constants the fake track rate only
slightly decreases. This can be attributed to the use of cluster shape filters and of the primary
vertex constraint.
A first attempt was made to obtain corrections from measured data. If the density of reconstructed tracks are plotted on the plane (η, zvtx ), regions of losses become visible (Fig. 34-left).
These slanted curves mark those directions where the pixel detector is “leaky”. In these cases
the units of the pixel detector are arranged such that a charged particle starting from a given
primary vertex zvtx with a direction η cannot cross at least three layers, but less, this way disabling reconstruction. The zvtx distribution can be plotted in narrow slices of η (Fig. 34-right).
By fitting an appropriate envelope, in this case a 5.3 cm σ gaussian, the ratio of the areas of
the histogram and that of the envelope gives the geometrical acceptance. Similarly, the reconstruction efficiency can be estimated from measured data. The (η, p T ) distribution of the ratio
reconstructed tracks with closed cuts divided by the same quantity with open cuts is shown.
There is a good agreement with the correction tables obtained from simulated information.
The hadron spectra have to be corrected for feed-downs from weakly decaying resonances,
such as K0S → π + π − , Λ → pπ − and Λ → pπ + . The correction is sizable for (anti)protons,
where reaches 14% at p T = 0.1 GeV/c. These resonances now can be directly measured, so
the proper correction will be the result of re-weighting the values obtained with an assumed
resonance production rate. K0S , Λ and Λ particles can be reconstructed by asking for two intersecting oppositely charged track trajectories not compatible with the reconstructed primary
vertex (V0 finding). In addition, the sum of the momenta should point towards the primary
vertex. In order to suppress background for the hyperons, (anti)protons have been selected
using the estimated energy loss (dE/dx) at the measured total momentum. The mass spectra
of the resonance candidates show gaussian peaks on top of a smooth background, their yields
can be extracted in every (η, p T ) bin.
The energy deposited in the silicon layers of the tracker, with the measured total momentum,
can be used to identify charged particles or to help determining their inclusive yields. The
estimated dE/dx value for a track is an optimized linear combination of value ordered ∆Ei /∆xi
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Figure 36: Spectra of identified particles in the range −1 < y < 1. Measured invariant yields
of positive, negative and neutral hadrons are shown with the fitted curves.
measurements. Weights wi were chosen such to minimize the relative variance of the sum
∑i wi · ∆Ei /∆xi . The best weights show little variance with changing β or silicon depth, so the
same weights could be used overall. This estimate of dE/dx is straightforward, robust and
appropriate for early measurements. The distribution of log(dE/dx ) is a sum of contributions
of long lived particles: pions, kaons, protons and electrons. The distributions can be fitted with
sum of properly constructed gaussians in every (η, p T ) bin (Fig. 35-left). The corresponding
means nicely show the Bethe-Bloch curve with visible effect of overflows in the pixel and strip
sensors at low total momentum (Fig. 35-right).
The extracted yields of positively, negatively charged and neutral hadrons are transformed to
the per events values of d2 N/dydp T and the invariant yields of 1/2π p T d2 N/dydp T with the
appropriate Jacobian.
Plots of several physics quantities are available: the multiplicity distribution of charged particles; the p T distributions of unidentified charged or identified charged and neutral hadrons in
several η or y bins (e.g. see Fig. 36). The varied p T range of identified hadrons is due to the used
particle identification technique (dE/dx or V0). The distributions are fitted with sum of thermal
and Tsallis functions. After integration the distributions as a function of η or y are available as
well. No differences are seen between positive and negative hadrons of same mass. The average transverse momentum of hadrons h p T i shows the expected mass ordering, a roughly linear
increase. The energy dependence
of h p T i and the central density dN/dη |η =0 as a function of
√
center of mass energy s is also available with the obtained CMS points at 14 TeV.

5.3

Underlying Event

The strategy foreseen for real data flow is adopted and validated, starting from prompt validation at the CAF facility and finishing with the complete tier based workflow. Results are
presented following the flow: tracking and physical object validation (charged jets and track
densities measurement) is performed at CAF while final measurements are performed at the
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reference T2.
5.3.1

Introduction

The Underlying Event at CMS (under start-up, 1 and 10 pb−1 conditions) is studied in the
context of the CSA08 exercise by examining charged particle and momentum densities in the
transverse region in charged particle jet production.
Physics case
The aim of the analysis is to study the topological structure of hadron-hadron collisions and the
Underlying Event activity at the LHC, using only charged particle multiplicity and momentum
densities in charged particle jets [28]. Different integrated luminosity scenarios are considered:
start-up, 1 (S43) and 10 pb−1 (S156)3 . The foreseen CMS tracker alignment start-up precision is
applied in the first case while alignment and calibration constants are calculated and applied
for S43 and S156.
The direction of the leading charged jet is used to isolate different hadronic activity regions in
the η − φ space and to study correlations in the azimuthal angle φ. The plane transverse to the
jet direction is where the 2-to-2 hard scattering has the smallest influence and, therefore, where
the UE contributions are easier to observe.
Datasets are combined and reweighted in order to be consistent with the LHC expectations.
Analysis is then performed using the high level trigger bit information. The following trigger streams have been used: HLTMinBias, HLT1jet30, HLT1jet50, HLT1jet80, HLT1jet110 and
HLT1jet180 [29].
Analysis Workflow for CSA08
The first pb−1 of data is analyzed in a few hours and provide important information for the tune
of the phenomenological models underlying the CMS Monte Carlo production. An estimate of
tracking performances is also performed, can be used as a cross-check for scenarios with higher
integrated luminosities.
Once alignment and calibration constants are available, the data have been re-reconstructed at
the T1 centers [30]. Data of interest have been subscribed to the reference T2s (Pisa and Taiwan),
transferred there with Phedex [31] and analyzed using CRAB [32].
For future reference, we plan to test the publication of the analysis output directly using CRAB.
5.3.2

Tracking

The physical observables used for the exercise are based solely on reconstructed tracks. Consequently, all systematics uncertainties are due to uncertainties on the track measurement [33].
It is then important to understand the CMS tracking from the beginning of data taking but
while for isolated tracks the strategy is clear, for jet events the occupancy is high and it is
not possible to take advantages from isolation or from independent measurements. Tracking
performances can be estimated from simulated data given the following assumptions: phenomenological models are tuned to LHC energies and the tracking algorithm is robust with
3 Where S43 = 43 x 43 bunches in LHC with the design luminosity of ∼2 x 1030 corresponding to 1 pb−1 of
integrated luminosity while S156 = 156 x 156 bunches with L ∼2 x 1031 and corresponding to 10 pb−1 (150M events
expected).
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Figure 37: Tracking performances for MB (circle) and JET (square and triangle) samples. Track
reconstruction efficiency, fake rate at startup and fake rate after 1 pb−1 as a function of pT .
respect to large variations of the model predictions [28]. Using startup data to provide the
initial tune is then the first step to estimate performances.
Building the UE observables using tracks with p T > 0.5 GeV/c enhances the sensitivity to
model differences [28]. Tracking performances have been evaluated for the different scenarios
using the CMS framework’s standard validation suite [34].
Figure 37 summarizes results in terms of efficiency, fake rate and transverse momentum resolution for start-up and S43 scenarios. S156 performances are very similar to the S43 expectation.
This is mainly due to the fact that the alignment precision does not change much when going
from 1 to 10 pb−1 of collected data.
5.3.3

Charged Jet Validation

Charged jets are reconstructed with an iterative cone algorithm with radius R = 0.5, using
charged particles emitted in the central detector region |η | < 2. Charged jets have been vali-

Figure 38: Charged particle jet reconstruction. Left: distance ∆R (=

p

charged particle and uncorrected calorimetric leading jets; right: PT ratio

charged
(PT
/PTcalorimetric ).

dated making use of the following variables: the distance ∆R =

p

∆φ + ∆η) between

∆φ2 + ∆η 2 between leading
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charged jet and leading calorimetric jet, and the ratio of their transverse momenta PT (transverse momenta are defined with respect to the beam axis). The transverse momentum of the
leading charged jet is used to define the hard scale of the event.
Figure 38-left shows the distribution of the ∆R distance between leading charged jet and leading calorimetric jet (uncorrected). Two contributions are visible: the narrow peak around zero
is due to events with good matching between the two jet definitions, while the wider distribution is due to non associated jets.
Figure 38-right shows the transverse momentum ratio of charged and uncorrected calorimetric
jets, as a function of the charged jet’s PT . The ratio is nearly constant around 1 for high PT values
because of the uncorrected calorimetric measurement. For PT below 50 GeV/c, which is the
most frequent case in the MB sample, the ratio has a non linear PT dependence and significantly
exceeds 1, which is attributed to a better PT estimate for charged than for calorimetric jets,
mostly due to the uncorrected calorimetric measurement and to the inclusion of soft tracks in
charged jets.

Figure 39: Charged particle multiplicity density dN/dηdφ (left) and the corresponding sum
on the transverse momentum density dpt/dηdφ (right) as a function of the azimuthal distance
between tracks and leading charged particle jet direction. Data from different triggers are compared.

5.3.4

Results

Figure 39 presents, for the five trigger streams, the density dN/dηdφ of the charged particle
multiplicity and the density dpt/dηdφ of the total charged particle transverse momentum psum
T ,
as a function of the azimuthal angle with respect to the leading charged jet. Enhanced activity
is observed around the jet direction, in the “toward” region (' 0 degrees from the jet direction),
together with a corresponding rise in the “away” region (' 180 degrees), due to the recoiling
jet. The “transverse” region (' ±90 degrees) is characterized by a lower activity and almost
flat density distributions, as expected.
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Figure 40: 1 pb−1 : density of charged particles dN/dηdφ (left) and average charged ∑ pt density (right) versus the transverse momentum of the leading charged particle jet (uncorrected
distributions).
The underlying activity is quantified in the transverse region using the tracks and the sum of
the corresponding transverse momentum as a function of the charged jet transverse momentum, which is taken as reference for the event scale.
The densities in the transverse region dN/dηdφ of charged particle multiplicity and dpt/dηdφ
of charged ∑ pt are presented in Figure 40 for 1 pb−1 . Two contributions to the hadronic activity
can be identified: a fast saturation of the UE densities for charged jets with PT < 20 GeV/c,
and a smooth rise for PT > 40 GeV/c. The latter is due to initial and final state radiation, which
increases with the hard scale of the event.
Corrections
A event-by-event correction method is applied to the observables to enhance sensitivity to
different Monte Carlo models and to correctly quantify systematic uncertainties coming from
tracking. In Figure 41, the ratio between generator-level and reconstructed UE observables is
presented as a function of the charged jet PT , for simulations performed with the DWT tune.
The ratio is used to correct data in order to reabsorb tracking inefficiency. The statistical uncertainty, up to 10% for 1 pb−1 (top plots), is reduced by an order of magnitude with 10 pb−1 of
data (bottom plots). The average corrections for both the PT scale and the UE observables are
found to be independent of the particular model used for the simulations [28].
In Figure 42 are shown the densities in the transverse region dN/dηdφ of charged particle
multiplicity and dpt/dηdφ of charged ∑ pt considering the corrections expected in 1 pb−1 .
Observable ratios
The ratios between (uncorrected) UE density observables in the transverse region, for charged
particles with p T > 0.5 GeV/c and with p T > 0.9 GeV/c, are presented in Figure 43, for integrated luminosities of 1 pb−1 . Ratios are shown here as obtained after track reconstruc-
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Figure 41: Ratio between generator and reconstructed level predictions from DWT tune for
dN/dηdφ (left) and average charged ∑ pt density (right). Top plots refer to 1 pb−1 and bottom
to 10 pb−1 .
tion, without applying additional reconstruction corrections; given the uniform performance of
track reconstruction, the ratios presented here at detector level are similar to those at generator
level. These ratios show a significant sensitivity to differences between different MPI models,
thus providing a feasible (and original) investigation method.
5.3.5

Conclusions

The predictions on the amount of the underlying event activity in charged jet topology at the
LHC energies are based on extrapolations from lower energy data (mostly from the Tevatron).
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Figure 42: 1 pb−1 : corrected distribution for the density of charged particles dN/dηdφ (left) and
average charged ∑ pt density (right) versus the transverse momentum of the leading charged
particle jet.

Figure 43: 1 pb−1 : ratio plots using tracks with p T > 0.5 GeV/c and p T > 0.9 GeV/c for charged
particles density dN/dηdφ (left) and average charged ∑ pt density (right) as a function of the
transverse momentum of the leading charged particle jet.
These extrapolations are uncertain and predictions differ greatly according to model parametrisation. This will lead to improvements of QCD-based Monte Carlo models, for describing “ordinary” QCD events at the LHC. The overall structure of ordinary QCD events at the LHC is
also extremely important when looking for new physics.
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The first pb−1 of collected data are mainly intended to calibrate the different analysis tools.
However, even with such a low integrated luminosity, is possible to perform a first measurement of the UE activity in jet events. With 10 pb−1 and a calibrated detector, it is possible to
control the systematic uncertainties on the UE observables, to keep them at the level of the
statistical errors and to perform a detailed discrimination between several UE models [28].
In the context of the CSA08 exercise it was proven that the actual Underlying Event analysis
model can work properly from start-up, using both the CAF resources and the full tiers-based
design.

5.4

Dimuons

The physics goal of the CSA08 dimuon analysis exercise was to perform the measurement of
the µµ mass spectrum a la data, that is, isolating the J/ψ, Υ and Z mass peaks. The muon
reconstruction efficiency was evaluated the tag-and-probe method [35], which does not rely on
the Monte Carlo truth. The efficiency corrected spectrum is then the expected rate from data,
which is equivalent to the µµ cross section, except that the luminosity is not included.
The analysis was performed online, as “data” arrived in the CAF and T2s storage systems and
was registered in DBS. Two T2 centers, Legnaro and CIEMAT, participated in the analysis exercise. A pass1 with startup alignment and calibration constants was transfered and analyzed in
“real-time”. After the AlCaReco excercise succeeded in obtaining new alignment and calibration constants, events were reprocessed at the T1s and injected into the CAF/T2s. The focus of
the dimuon analysis was on this pass2 as the most important part of the exercise.
5.4.1

Software, samples, and trigger

The simulated samples used in the exercise are generated using Pythia, at a center-of-mass
energy of 10 TeV. These Monte Carlo samples are fully simulated and reconstructed using the
CMS software version CMSSW 2 0 X. The simulated samples are listed in table 11 together
with the numbers of events and the equivalent integrated luminosities.
Table 11: Simulated samples used in the dimuon analysis exercise, together with the numbers
of events and the equivalent integrated luminosities.
Sample
Events Luminosity
QCD + µ (p T > 5 GeV/c)
11 M
12.49 pb−1
QCD + µ (p T > 11 GeV/c)
8 M 111.51 pb−1
J/ψ → µµ
800 K
17.60 pb−1
Υ(1S) → µµ
260 K
13.64 pb−1
Z→ µµ
17 K
25.39 pb−1
W→ µν
265 K
30.89 pb−1
The CSA08 samples are produced with the newest 1030 /1031 trigger menus, which include
several low p T single muon triggers that were not available in the CSA07 1032 menu. Neither
trigger filtering nor prescales are applied in production, which means that all events are written
out, with trigger bits set. Events passing an OR of the triggers listed in table 12 are selected for
further analysis.
The dimuon analysis is performed over so called RECO datasets (S156), reconstructed with
10 pb−1 AlCa conditions, which are transferred to CAF and the two T2s and then skimmed. A
data volume of about 15 TB per site was transferred at an average rate in the range 30 MB/s to
50 MB/s, with high efficiency for the T1 centers serving the data.
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Table 12: Single and dimuon triggers used for flagging events of the dimuon analysis, along
with the muon p T thresholds and default prescales.
Trigger
Threshold ( GeV/c) Prescale 1030 /1031
HLT1MuonPrescalePt3
3
80/800
HLT1MuonPrescalePt7x7
7
1/10
HLT1MuonIso
11
1/1
HLT1MuonNonIso15
15
1/1
HLT2MuonNonIso
3×3
1/1
The skim code, based on the electroweak skims used in CSA07 and ported to CMSSW 2 0 7, is
fully integrated with the Physics Analysis Tools (PAT) software. This code performs both event
filtering, based on trigger bits, and muon-related combinatorics, producing and AOD type output which eases further processing and aanalysis of the events. A tag-and-probe software tool,
common to other analysis groups, is used for efficiency studies. The tag-and-probe algorithm
is run over the skim output to produce EDM-ntuples. Both the skim and the tag-and-probe
output are registered in DBS instance cms dbs ph analysis 02, allowing for further analysis by
the users (analysts). Skim, tag-and-probe and analysis jobs are run using CRAB, at CAF and
T2s. Examples of registered USER data at Legnaro and CIEMAT are:

•
•
•
•
5.4.2

/MuonPT11/iCSA08-Dimuonskim1-HLTFilter-v3/USER
/Zmumu/iCSA08-TnP-OnZMuMuskim-v1/USER
/MuonPT5/iCSA08-Dimuonskim-CIEMAT/USER
/JPsi/iCSA08-DimuonTnP-CIEMAT/USER
Dimuon spectrum

The full dimuon mass spectrum including the signal and backgruonds from W → µν and
muon-enriched QCD is examined in events passing the HLT2MuonNonIso trigger. In Figure 44, the spectrum for opposite-sign muons from the offline “muons” collection (global muons
+ tracker muons + standalone muons) is shown scaled to 10 pb−1 ; the J/ψ, Υ(1S) and Z resonances are clearly visible above the backgrounds. Figure 45 shows the same selection in the
same-sign sample; no peaking structures are observed. Further studies of possible charge misassignment are performed by reconstructing Z candidates with two global muons, and comparing the charge of the standalone muon and track that make up one of the global muons.
Preliminary results using this method are consistent with a charge misassignment of ∼ 4.2%
for standalone muons, and < 0.2% for global muons or tracks.
Figures 46 and 47 show the mass distributions for the muon + track selection; while a small Z
peak is evident in the opposite-sign sample, the large combinatoric background from low p T
tracks obscures the quarkonium resonances. Additional subsamples using only global muons,
tracker muons, or standalone muons are also examined.
5.4.3

Efficiency measurements

The efficiency for resconstructing muon candidates offline is determined using the tag-andprobe method. The tag consists of a global muon, while the probe is either a track from the generalTracks collection (used to measure the standalone muon efficiency) or a standalone muon
(used to measure the tracking efficiency). The tag and probe are required to form a J/Ψ, Υ(1S),
or Z candidate; the number of events passing and failing the specified selection is determined
by either fitting the resonance shape, or performing a sideband subtraction. The efficiency is
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Figure 44: Dimuon mass spectrum for
10 pb−1 in the opposite-sign µ + µ selection.

Figure 45: Dimuon mass spectrum for
10 pb−1 in the same-sign µ + µ selection.

Figure 46: Dimuon mass spectrum for
10 pb−1 in the opposite-sign µ+ track selection.

Figure 47: Dimuon mass spectrum for
10 pb−1 in the same-sign µ+ track selection.
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Figure 48: Standalone muon efficiency vs.
p T determined from the S156 signal and
background samples in the region |η | < 0.8.
The efficiencies derived from J/ψ, Υ(1S),
and Z decays are plotted separately.
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Figure 49: Tracking efficiency vs. p T determined from the S156 signal and background
samples in the region |η | < 0.8. The efficiencies derived from J/ψ, Υ(1S), and Z decays
are plotted separately.

measured in bins of p T and η.
Figures 48 and 49 show the measured efficiency as a function of p T using 10 pb−1 sized samples
of signal and backgrounds, in the region |η | < 0.8. By combining the J/ψ and Υ(1S) samples
with the Z, the offline efficiencies can be measured over the range 2 − 100 GeV. This excercise
can be extended to measure the trigger efficiency using single-muon triggered events, with the
statistical precision from the J/ψ and Υ(1S) samples limited by the prescales of the low p T
single muon triggers.
5.4.4

Analysis of resonances

The signal yields of the different resonances are extracted by performing fits to the invariant
mass distributions. The J/ψ is fit to the sum of a double gaussian for the signal and a polynomial for the MuonPT5 background, following the CSA07 J/ψ analysis [36]. The Υ(1S) is
fit to the sum of a single gaussian and a polynomial for the background. In both cases, the
events entering the fit are required to pass the HLT2MuonNonIso trigger, and to be reconstructed with two offline muons from the “muons” collection. The resulting fits are shown
in Figures 50 and 51. The fitted raw signal yields for an integrated luminosity of 1 pb−1 are
N ( J/ψ) = 23834 ± 230 and N (Υ(1S)) = 4981 ± 80.
For Z → µ+ µ− , the full analysis as done in the CSA07 excercise [37] is repeated using the
Z, W, and MuonPT11 samples. Track isolation requirements are applied in addition to the
basic skim selection. The sample is divided into four subsamples of global µ + global µ, global
µ+ standalone µ, global µ+ track, and global µ+ non-isolated global mu. A constrained fit
is performed, with the selection efficiencies derived from the fit. The resulting fit parameters
for 25 pb−1 are m( Z ) = 91.37 ± 0.03 GeV, Γ( Z ) = 3.49 ± 0.11, N ( Z → µ+ µ− ) = 8885 ± 120.
The standalone muon efficiency is measured to be (93.8 ± 0.3)% for muons from Z → µ+ µ− ,
consistent with the result from the tag-and-probe method. The result is stable when varying the
muon isolation requirements. The resulting fit to the µ + µ subsample is shown in Figure 52,
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Figure 50: Fit to the J/ψ and muon-enriched
QCD background, for an integrated luminosity of 1 pb−1 .
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Figure 51: Fit to the Υ(1S) and muonenriched QCD background, for an integrated luminosity of 1 pb−1 .
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Figure 52: Fit to the Z, W, and muonenriched QCD background, for an assumed
luminosity of 25 pb−1 .
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Conclusions

The CSA08 dimuon excercise was largely successful in performing a startup dimuon spectrum
“analysis” using a common selection for the full mass range from below the J/ψ to above the
Z. The analysis of the samples was carried out at both the CAF and at two Tier 2 sites. Samples
were transferred with high efficiency, and were generally available for analysis shortly after
production at the Tier 1’s.

m

[GeV/c2]

!!and was used to select events
The skim code was fully integrated with the PAT framework,
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passing muon triggers from the most recent startup menus. The analyses were based on
data-driven methods, with offline standalone muon and tracking efficiencies derived from the
tag-and-probe method, and signal and background yields obtained from fits to the invariant
mass distributions. Several issues that were not addressed due to time constraints or technical problems included: a full comparison of the initial misalingment samples with the S156
re-reconstructed samples, and an extension of the tag-and-probe studies to include the trigger
efficiency.

5.5

Electrons

The exercise rehearsed the steps necessary to perform the first electron analyses. Z → ee events
will be very useful during the start-up period for calibration and monitoring of its accuracy;
supercluster energy correction tuning and measurement of reconstruction, selection and trigger efficiencies. Measurements of the properties of Z bosons will be amongst the first physics
results from CMS and the LHC.
The exercise was performed in the second part of CSA08, namely the S156 phase. The Z → ee
PYTHIA generator cross section at the 10 TeV center of mass energy is 1.240 pb. The fraction of
events passing the generator level filter, |η | < 2.7 and p T > 5 GeV for both electrons, is 54 %.
The generated data sample corresponds to an equivalent integrated luminosity of ' 25 pb−1
(16708 events).
This sample was reconstructed twice. The first reconstruction (/Zee/CSA08 1PB V2 RECO v1/
GEN-SIM-RECO) used 1 pb−1 predefined alignment and calibration conditions, while alignment and calibration constants obtained in S156 AlCa exercise were used to perform a second
reconstruction of the Z → ee events (/Zee/CSA08 CSA08 S156 v1/GEN-SIM-RECO). The two
reconstructed samples are called S43 and S156 in the following.
A major effort has been made to port different parts of the code from CMSSW 1 6 X, the version
used for CSA07 analysis, to CMSSW 2 0 7, the version chosen for the CSA08 exercise. All the
results shown in this section are made using CMSSW 2 0 7.
The following T2s participated in the exercise: Imperial College (T2 UK London IC), INFN
Rome (T2 IT Rome) and LLR (T2 FR GRIF LLR).
5.5.1

HLT, Selection and Efficiency

New electron high level trigger paths have been defined for the start-up scenario where knowledge of the detector alignment and calibration is imprecise. These have been tested against the
electron triggers in the “1032 ” list, defined in [38]. The larger pixel matching windows and
looser isolation of the new triggers recover an efficiency above 90% for Z → ee in the start-up
scenario, as shown in the table 13. These efficiencies have the acceptance convoluted in - the
generator level event filtering demands both electrons in the event have |η | < 2.7.
The selection of Z → ee events is similar to that used for the inclusive Z cross-section measurement [8]. The event must pass the HLT1ElectronEt15 L1R NI trigger path and contain two
GsfElectrons, satisfying the criteria:

• superclusters within ECAL fiducial region (1.4442 < |η | < 1.560 excluded)
• robust electron ID (Table 14)
ptrack

• track isolation cut: ∑track pTelec < 0.02, where track corresponds to CTF tracks, pT >
T
1.5 GeV within a ∆R cone of inner radius 0.02 and outer radius 0.2
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Table 13: Efficiencies of start-up and standard High Level Triggers
Trigger Path
Efficiency
HLT1Electron
72.5%
HLT1ElectronRelaxed
74.0%
HLT2Electron
26.0%
HLT2ElectronRelaxed
30.0%
32
OR of “10 ” paths
75.8%
HLT1ElectronEt15 L1R NI
94.7%
HLT1ElectronLWEt18 L1R LI
92.8%
HLT2ElectronLWonlyPMEt10 L1R NI
80.7%
OR of start-up paths
96.2%

• electron pT > 15 GeV and |η | < 2.5
• mee > 20 GeV
Table 14: Definition of “robust” selection criteria.
H/E
σηη
∆φin
∆ηin
Barrel
0.115 0.0140 0.090 0.0090
Endcap 0.150 0.0275 0.092 0.0105
This selection was implemented in the CMSSW framework, combining elements from EgammaAnalysis, PhysicsTools and additional modules. The efficiencies of this selection (after
ECAL fiducial region cuts and HLT) are shown for S43 in Table 15 and S156 in Table 16. The
improvements in the calibration and alignment are reflected in the higher efficiency of the selection for S156 compared to S43.
Table 15: Efficiencies of selection for S43 Z → ee events.
Filter
Efficiency
Electron ID and Isolation
64.0%
Electron |η | < 2.5
98.6%
Electron p T > 15 GeV
95.0%
The resulting di-electron invariant mass spectrum obtained from this selection for the S43 and
S156 samples is shown in Figures 53 and 54 respectively. It is possible to monitor the calibration
and alignment improvements using the invariant mass resolutions from various subdetectors
and event topologies.
5.5.2

Tag and Probe

The efficiency of electron reconstruction, selection and triggering can be determined using Z →
ee and the Tag and Probe method. These efficiency measurements are important for performing
many different physics measurements, for example cross-section measurements [39]. They are
also useful for DQM purposes - monitoring the performance of the detector and reconstruction.
For example, an asymmetric decrease in φ of the electron reconstruction efficiency was measured in the S43 sample. This was found to be a consequence of the poor inner tracker alignment (mainly pixel detector) and its effect on beam spot determination. The pixel matching,
which is the first tracking step for electrons, extrapolates a trajectory from the supercluster to
the measured beam spot. Pixel hits compatible with this trajectory are then sought. If the beam
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Table 16: Efficiencies of selection for S156 Z → ee events.
Filter
Efficiency
Electron ID and Isolation
76.0%
Electron |η | < 2.5
98.6%
Electron p T > 15 GeV
94.5%

Figure 53: S43 sample di-electron invariant
mass distributions. Both the mass resolution
and the number of reconstructed ee pairs reflect the alignment and calibration accuracy
of the inner tracker and ECAL. The EE intercalibration accuracy for S43 is ∼ 15 %.

Figure 54: S156 sample di-electron invariant
mass distributions. The S156 intercalibration and alignment exercise has improved
the mass resolution and increased the number of ee pairs.

spot is mismeasured – leading to an incorrect trajectory – the second pixel match window may
lose valid hits, causing the observed efficiency loss. It was found that efficiency was recovered
after the 10 pb−1 alignment, or alternatively by widening the second window.
This demonstrates that Z → ee is a very useful handle for monitoring the miscalibration and
misalignment and the discovery and investigation of their effects on reconstruction. This particular example also underlines the need for the specialised start-up triggers with large pixel
match windows.
The tag and probe method was used to measure the following offline efficiencies : reconstruction of an electron from a probe supercluster (ET > 20 GeV); the isolation of this electron;
the“robust” identification of this electron. These efficiencies are measured consecutively in this
order to account for correlations between the efficiencies, with the total efficiency denoted in
Equation 8 as eo f f . The efficiency to pass the L1 trigger and HLT is measured relative to an offline electron passing the full selection and is denoted in Equation 9 as eon . The passing probes
are defined as those selected electrons matched to a passing HLT object. In order to correctly
calculate this efficiency, it must be insisted that the tag electron is capable of passing the HLT.
The total efficiency to reconstruct an Z → ee event from two ET > 20 GeV superclusters is then
given by the following equation:
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Figure 56: Cumulative efficiency of electron
reconstruction, identification, isolation and
triggering from a probe supercluster (ET >
20 GeV), versus supercluster φ. The inefficiency caused by poor alignment is the decrease at φ < 1.5 in the S43 sample.

etot = eo2 f f × etrig

(8)

The efficiency, etrig , is the total L1+HLT efficiency for the event. It is related to the measured
electron trigger efficiency by:
etrig = 1 − (1 − eon )2

(9)

Using these equations, the dielectron invariant mass distribution can be corrected for the reconstruction, selection and trigger efficiency by reweighting the observed events with the appropriate efficiencies. The result of this is shown in Figure 57.
5.5.3

Supercluster Energy Correction

The supercluster energy correction [40] as a function of electron η, f SC (η ), can be tuned with
Z → ee events, exploiting the ratio between the Z mass and the e+ e− invariant mass reconstructed with supercluster energies, as a function of η. A detailed description of the method
can be found elsewhere [9].
In this exercise, f SC (η ) has been tuned only in the ECAL Barrel region, due to the fact that this
correction function was not available for the ECAL Endcaps in CMSSW 2.0.X. It is worthwhile
to stress the difference between the intercalibration of crystal rings (groups of crystals with
same η) and the tuning of f SC (η ). In principle both tasks can be performed with Z → ee
events. The former is related to the intercalibration of the crystal, therefore tight cuts on SC and
tracks variables are needed to select only events with electron SCs similar as much as possible
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Figure 57: Di-electron invariant mass corrected for electron reconstruction, selection and trigger
efficiency.
to unconverted photon SCs. On the other hand, the latter is related to the bremsstrahlung
correction and therefore it does not require a tight selection on electrons.
An offset at the level of 1% and a trend of few per mille have been found w.r.t. the CMSSW
correction computed with single electron samples. This difference proves the ability of Zee
events to tune the SC energy correction; in fact f SC (η ) has been updated just after the CSA08
exercise, as it had originally been computed with an old version of CMSSW.

Figure 58: The supercluster energy correction tuning versus η.

5.5.4

Z + jets

A further goal of the di-electron exercise was the selection of Zee + jets from the CSA08 sample.
PAT tools enabled this study: the Z variables are computed with the CandViewShallowCloneCom-
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biner while a pat::Jet is based on a interactiveCone5CaloJet with an transverse energy ET > 30
GeV and of course in the fiducial region (|η | ≤2.5 with 1.4442< |η | <1.560 excluded).
Several kinematics variables have been studied for different number of jets (0-jets, 1-jet, 2-jets
and 3-jets).
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Figure 59: Di-electron invariant mass distributions, split into Z + 0 Jet, ... Z + 3 Jet
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Figure 60: Transverse momentum of Z candidate, for Z + 0 Jet, ... Z + 3 Jet events.
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Overview

Jet production is the overwhelmingly dominant process in pp collisions at the LHC. The inclusive production cross section of jets as a function of the jet pT as well as the dijet invariant mass
spectrum and jet angular distributions have been shown to be sensitive to new phenomena like
−1
contact interactions and heavy
√ resonances decaying into dijets with as little as 10 − 100 pb
of integrated luminosity at s = 14 TeV [41]. Before any meaningful signal can be extracted
however over the large QCD background which accompanies almost every physics channel of
interest, jet production as a signal process in its own right needs to be fundamentally understood in the context of the unexplored energy regime of the LHC. CMS therefore regards the
early measurements of production cross section, dijet mass spectra, and angular distributions
of jets, and their comparison to the best available theories and extrapolations from e.g. the
Tevatron as highest priority and indispensable prerequisites for new discoveries.
The goal for the jet analysis [42] in the CSA08 challenge is to exercise the execution and coordination of the many individual steps, taking into account their interdependencies and the
constraints from CMS data operations. Both jet algorithms recommended for jet analysis in
CMS are considered: kT [43] and SISCone [44], which are both infrared- and collinear-safe, with
large jet size parameters suitable for QCD jet measurements of D = 0.6 and R = 0.7 respectively. Jets represent a significant experimental challenge because they arise in large numbers
from a steeply falling pT spectrum while featuring low and nonlinear energy response and poor
energy resolution compared with other objects like leptons or photons. A good calibration of
the jet energy is therefore crucial, and the migration effects caused by the steeply falling energies which distort the measured spectra can only be addressed with a sound understanding of
the jet energy resolution. CMS plans to extract both the jet energy calibration and the jet energy
resolution directly from collision data. Energy corrections and resolutions derived from Monte
Carlo will be provided for day one of the experiment to be applied to and cross-checked with
the very first collision data.
5.6.2

Monte Carlo Samples and Data Operations

The Monte Carlo samples used for the jet analysis
√ are summarized in Table 5.6.2. All samples
were generated for a center-of-mass energy of s = 10 TeV in anticipation of the proclaimed
beam conditions of early LHC running. The γ+jets sample is generated with P YTHIA and subsequently filtered for events with pT (γ) > 30 GeV on generator level. The sample is used to
study the data-driven derivation of the absolute jet energy calibration using γ+jet balancing,
see Section 5.6.3. The six P YTHIA generated QCD dijet samples are classified according to the
ascending lower pˆT limit applied on generator level. No maximum pˆT cut is required for any
of the samples. The individual samples are treated like real datasets based on single jet triggers
with varying pT thresholds and prescales when being combined to construct the spectrum: for
each sample, the pT or dijet mass threshold is determined for which the sample is one hundred percent efficient w.r.t. the sample with the next lowest pˆT cut, and the final spectra are
constructed only from those events in each sample passing the threshold. This procedure is
demonstrated in Fig. 61 for the inclusive jet pT spectra of kT D=0.6 jets (left) and the dijet mass
spectra for SISCone R=0.7 jets (right). The prescale factor for each sample is furthermore measured (confirmed) w.r.t. the sample with the highest pˆT (trigger) threshold which is always
unprescaled: The number of jets as a function of corrected jet pT for each sample is divided
by the same number in the unprescaled sample, and the inverse of the plateau of the resulting
ratio yields the individual prescales. The result of this procedure are compared with the gen-
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erator information of the Monte Carlo jet samples in Table 5.6.2 and are found to be in good
agreement.
Sample
JetET20
JetET30
JetET50
JetET80
JetET110
JetET150
γ+Jets

pˆT MI N [ GeV ]
30
45
75
120
160
220
30

eGEN
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0467

cross-section [pb]
101600000
21550000
2484000
323700
88730
17120
939600

events
3926600
4131600
4010400
2891200
3980000
4171600
1461256

Table 17: Monte Carlo samples used for the CSA08 jet analysis.
Efficiency

Efficiency

2
1.8
1.6

2

KT D=0.6

JetET30

s=10TeV
L=10pb-1
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Figure 61: Relative efficiencies of the individual jet samples for the inclusive jet pT spectra
(kT D=0.6 jets, left) and dijet mass spectra (SISCone R=0.7 jets, right).
Sample
MC prescale
Measured prescale

JetET20
6258
5798 ± 436

JetET30
1272
1292 ± 88

JetET50
151
147 ± 3

JetET80
28.4
25.8 ± 0.4

JetET110
5.6
5.23 ± 0.05

JetET150
1
1

Table 18: Prescale factors for each of the jet samples, derived from Monte Carlo truth information and the measurement described in the text.
The Monte Carlo samples were generated by the data operations team and then reconstructed
in several stages at the Tier-1 sites: first with a predefined set of calibration and alignment constants reflecting the expected accuracy at startup, then again after extracting these constants
from data samples of 1 pb−1 and 10 pb−1 respectively. The processed samples were transferred
to the CAF within schedule after each of the first two reconstruction stages, the relevant users
were given access privileges to the local computing resources well ahead of time, and the experience of analyzing this data was reported to be very good in terms of efficiency and performance. Some duplicate events however were discovered in some of the samples, and the
number of events were not exactly the same after each reconstruction stage, which is both unacceptable for real data taking. The final samples, reconstructed with the final calibration and
alignment constants extracted from 10 pb−1 of data, were not immediately made available at
the CAF: as foreseen in the CMS computing model, we, the physics group, manually requested
the transfer of the samples to dedicated T2 sites to carry out the final analysis, using the dedicated P HED E X [45] tool for data transfer requests. The interaction with this tool is intuitive
and simple, and the requests to transfer the samples to DESY and Wisconsin - one on each side
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of the Atlantic Ocean is chosen for the exercise - were registered without delay. The transfers
amounted to about 18 TB each and completed within five days, which might be acceptable; it
appeared however as if some of the samples arrived within hours, while others were stalled
until human intervention by local site managers or members of the data operations team.
5.6.3

Jet Energy Calibration

CMS employs a factorized scheme to extract and apply jet energy corrections [46]: The “Level–
2” correction on average equalizes the response of jets across all η to the average response in
the calorimeter barrel. The “Level–3” correction is applied subsequently to, on average, correct
all jets to the particle level. They are often referred to as “relative” and “absolute” jet energy
corrections respectively. Monte Carlo corrections are derived from QCD samples by measuring the response pTREC /pTGEN of reconstructed calorimeter jets matched to generator jets as a
function of generator pT . Due to the time constraints of the CSA08, these corrections are obtained first and considered the standard for further use in the jet analyses presented here. Both
correction levels were extracted with data-driven methods as well however to exercise what is
considered the optimal procedure once enough collision data is available: Dijet balancing [47]
to extract the relative calibration, and γ+jet balancing [46] to obtain the absolute correction.
Both methods are illustrated in Fig. 62.
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Figure 62: Left: Relative response as a function of jet η w.r.t to the average response in the
calorimeter barrel for SISCone R=0.7 jets. The response measurement is data-driven using dijet
balance and used to extract the “Level-2” energy correction to unify the jet response across
η. Right: Absolute response for SISCone R=0.7 jets in the calorimeter barrel, extracted from
γ-jet balancing. The “Level-3” absolute jet energy calibration is extracted from this response
measurement.
5.6.4

Jet Energy Resolution

The jet energy resolution can be measured directly from collision data with the Asymmetry
Method [48][49] using dijets: events are selected in which the two leading jets are back-to-back
in φ, and a maximum pT cut is imposed on the jet with the next highest pT in the event. The jet
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resolution is related to the asymmetry variable A,


jet1
jet2
pT − pT
,
A =  jet1
jet2
pT + pT

(10)

via the transverse momenta of the two leading jets:
 √

σpT
= 2σA .
pT

(11)

To correct for extra soft radiation in these events, A is derived for various cuts on the pT of the
jet with the third highest pT in the event, and the final resolution is obtained by extrapolation to
pT = 0. Figure 63 shows remarkable agreement between the MC truth derived resolution and
the asymmetry measurement for jets with pT > 80 GeV in the calorimeter barrel. In the context
of the CSA08 challenge, the resolutions are derived based on MC truth for the barrel, endcap,
and forward regions of the detector. They are then parametrized as a function of pTGEN :
v
2
u
!2 
u
a
b
u
 + c2 .
σ( pTGEN ) = t
+ q
(12)
GEN
pT
GEN
p
T

T

0.45

T

0.4

σ(p )/p

T

0.4

σ(p )/p

0.45

T

The resulting parameters for kT D=0.6 and SISCone R=0.7 jets in all three regions of the detector are summarized in Table 5.6.4 and used in the unsmearing procedures described in Sections 5.6.5 and 5.6.6 below.
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Figure 63: Comparison of the jet energy resolution in the calorimeter barrel as obtained with
the Asymmetry Method and from MC truth, for kT D=0.6 jets (left) and SISCone R=0.7 jets
(right).
5.6.5

Inclusive Jet Production

After the construction of the pT spectrum for corrected jets from the individual samples, taking into account the relative sample efficiencies and prescales (Section 5.6.2), an additional
unsmearing correction is necessary to derive the inclusive differential jet cross-section as a
function of jet pT , in order to account for effects caused by the energy resolution in combination with the steeply falling jet pT spectrum. This correction is obtained using the “Ansatz
Method”: The distribution of the particle level pT spectrum is assumed to be described by the
analytical function




2pT
2pT b
−a
f ( pT ; a, b, C ) = N pT 1 − √
exp −C √
,
(13)
s
s
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Jet Algorithm
kT D=0.6
SISCone R=0.7
kT D=0.6
SISCone R=0.7
kT D=0.6
SISCone R=0.7

Region
barrel
barrel
endcaps
endcaps
forward
forward

0.0 <
0.0 <
1.6 <
1.6 <
3.0 <
3.0 <

η
|η |
|η |
|η |
|η |
|η |
|η |

< 1.1
< 1.1
< 2.7
< 2.7
< 5.0
< 5.0

a
6.0
6.3
6.6
7.0
2.7
5.8

b
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.5

c
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.08

Table 19: Jet resolution parameters from MC for both jet algorithms an three detector regions.
with unknown parameters a, b, and C. The distribution of the reconstructed spectrum is then
the convolution of this spectrum with the jet energy resolution and subsequently fit to the data
to derive a, b, and C. The correction factors are then obtained as the ratio of the cross-sections
predicted by the particle-level and reconstruction-level spectra. The result is shown on the left
of Fig. 64 for several different |y| regions corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1
and compared to NLO calculations with hadronization corrections applied. The plot on the
right of Fig. 64 demonstrates the expected uncertainty of the measurement, which is expected
to be dominated by the jet energy scale uncertainty. The latter is hereby assumed to be 10 % for
pT = 100 GeV, and to rise linearly to 20 % at pT = 2 TeV (labeled “linear model” in Fig. 64).
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Figure 64: Left: Inclusive differential jet cross section as a function of jet pT for kT D=0.6 jets and
different η regions after application of unsmearing corrections, compared to NLO theory calculations with hadronization corrections applied. Right: Statistical uncertainty and systematic
uncertainty due to the jet energy scale for |y| < 0.55 and an integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1 .
5.6.6

Dijet Mass Spectrum

The dijet mass is defined as the invariant mass of the two jets in the event with the highest
transverse momenta (“leading jets”). Events are considered only if the two leading jets fulfill
|η | < 1 and cos θ ∗ < 0.67. The relative sample efficiencies and prescales are determined w.r.t.
the dijet mass variable to construct the spectrum according to the procedures described in Section /refsec:jets-samples. As for the inclusive jet cross-section, an unsmearing correction must
be applied to the mass spectrum. The same “Ansatz Method” as described in Section 5.6.5 is
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applied, where the dijet mass resolution is derived from the jet pT resolution σ ( pT ):
σ(m)
1 σ ( pT )
=√
,
m
2 pT

(14)

and the particle-level mass spectrum is parametrized with the functional form




m
m b
−a
.
f (m; a, b, C ) = N pT 1 − √
exp −C √
s
s

(15)

Figure 65 shows the unsmeared dijet mass spectrum for SISCone R=0.7 jets on the right for
an assumed integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1 . The expected uncertainty of the measurement is
shown on the right of Fig. 65, with the linear model of the jet energy scale uncertainty described
in Section 5.6.5 applied. A NLO calculation of the dijet mass distribution is in preparation.
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Figure 65: Left: Dijet mass spectrum for SISCone R=0.7 jets after application of the unsmearing
correction. Right: Expected statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainty due to jet energy
scale for an integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1 .
5.6.7

Angular Distributions

The dijet angular distribution can be used as a probe to signal the presence of new physics. In
pQCD, dijet production is dominated by t-channel exchange which produces angular distributions that are peaked in the forward direction. This is in contrast to many models of new
physics which produce angular distributions that are more isotropic.
∗

It is convenient to measure the dijet angular distribution in terms of the variable χ ≡ e2y ,
|y −y |
where y∗ = 1 2 2 and y1 , y2 are the rapidities of the two leading jets in the event. Another
y +y
useful variable is the average rapidity of the two leading jets, yboost = 1 2 2 . The variables y∗
and yboost satisfy the inequality |yboost | + |y∗ | < |ymax |, where ymax is the maximum rapidity of
an individual jet. For χ < 20, or equivalently |y∗ | < 1.5, we require |yboost | < 1.5 to constrain
the jet rapidities within the HCAL barrel and endcap regions (Fig. 66).
Jets are reconstructed using the SISCone jet algorithm with cone size R = 0.7. Events are selected using the data-driven approach described in Section 5.6.2. Relative sample efficiencies
and prescale factors are taken from the inclusive jet analysis and only events where the inclusive jet “trigger” is fully efficient are used in the analysis. Bins in dijet mass, M jj , are then
determined for each dataset such that the acceptance in mass was 100% for χ < 20.
The dijet angular distributions are presented normalized to their respective integrals. Presented
as a shape analysis, many experimental and theoretical uncertainties tend to cancel. The dominant source of uncertainty arises from the jet energy scale (JES). Although most of the JES
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Figure 66: Dijet angular phase space. For χ < 20 (corresponding to |y∗ | < 1.5), we require
|yboost | < 1.5 to constrain |y1 |, |y2 | < 3.
uncertainties cancel in the χ shape analysis, variations in the uncertainty across rapidity do
not. From a preliminary estimate of the JES uncertainty expected from 10 pb−1 of data, the systematic uncertainty in the χ distribution varies from ≈20 % at low and high values of χ to ≈5 %
in the middle, for all but the highest M jj bin. In the highest M jj bin, the uncertainty grows to
≈40 % at the high and low edges of the χ distribution.
The normalized dijet angular distributions are also relatively insensitive to energy and position
resolution effects. To illustrate, the ratios of normalized χ distributions from reconstructed jets
to distributions from generated jets are shown in the left of Fig. 67. The ratios differ from unity
at the 0.5 % level.
The normalized χ distributions are compared to parton level theoretical predictions for several
bins in M jj in Fig. 67 on the right. Comparisons are made to bare LO pQCD predictions, and
to LO pQCD supplemented with contact interaction terms [50][51]. Two choices of contact
interaction scale are shown, Λ+ = 3 and 5 TeV. For these scales, the distributions from the high
dijet mass bins show clear sensitivity to new physics arising from contact interactions with only
10 pb−1 of integrated luminosity.
5.6.8

Conclusion

The CSA08 jet analysis team managed to carry out two full passes of the entire analysis program
within the tight schedule of the exercise: the measurement of the jet energy scale both from MC
and data-driven methods, the derivation of the jet energy resolution both from MC and using
the data-driven asymmetry method, the determination of the relative sample efficiencies and
prescales, the measurement of the inclusive differential jet cross-secion as a function of jet pT ,
and the measurements of dijet mass spectrum and angular distribution. The CAF resources
where used for the first pass of the analysis, and the efficiency and performance of the facility
was found to be very good. The final analysis pass was completed by first requesting the
transfer of the relevant samples to T2 sites pre-chosen for the CSA08 jet effort, then processing
the data using the standard CMS GRID tools and procedures. An integrated luminosity of
10 pb−1 was assumed for both passes, while they were reconstructed based on the calibration
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Figure 67: Left: Ratios of normalized χ distributions from reconstructed jets to those from generated jets. Right: Dijet angular distibutions compared to LO pQCD, and to contact interactions
with scales Λ+ = 3 and 5 TeV for an integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1 . The error bars represent
statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in quadrature; the innermost interval indictates the statistical uncertainty
and alignment constants with the precision expected for 1 pb−1 and 10 pb−1 respectively.
Note that the time constraints and bottlenecks were not necessarily realistic w.r.t. real data taking: as these Monte Carlo samples where the first samples for this particular generation of CMS
software, no applicable jet energy calibration and resolution was available, and the derivation
is a fairly lengthy process. On day one of real data taking however we certainly hope to have
both measurements based on the best available Monte Carlo certified and validated. The time
it will take however to derive jet energy corrections from real data is difficult to estimate, and
the minimization of the turn-around time to absorb a change in calorimeter calibration or the
accumulation of additional detector data into a new jet energy calibration will be one of the
many exciting challenges on the road ahead to interesting physics involving jets at CMS.

6

Data Quality Monitoring

A centralized dataset monitoring effort was deployed for CSA08 following the lessons learnt
during the monitoring of the CSA07 data production. While CSA07 data was monitored by
individual users running analyses at the Tier2’s (still with centralized coordination), for CSA08
it was decided to monitor data at the CAF using a common application integrated in the Offline Data Quality Monitoring infrastructure. This allowed for faster feedback, optimization of
the operational efforts and standardization of the monitoring algorithms. The common DQM
application included modules to monitor all five Physics Objects: muons, electrons, photons,
jets and missing transverse energy. This monitoring effort prompted new development in the
Offline DQM for physics objects other than Muons (the new DQMOffline/EGamma and DQMOffline/JetMET packages were created for CSA08 monitoring and are now being used and
commissioned during global runs).
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Electrons and Photons Monitoring

Subtle detector effect spoiling data quality can be diagnosed by monitoring the high level reconstruction objects. In this context a first implementation was used of offline data quality
monitoring of Electron and Photon objects. The following plots were obtained from photon
and electron objects reconstructed in Jet samples of 50 GeV.

Entries

The E/p distribution for electrons is shown in Fig. 68 where E is the supercluster energy and p
is the momentum of the GSF electron track at the interaction vertex. This distribution is typical
of pure background events, with the absence of peak near E=p. The shape below 0.5 is due
to the windows used in the pixel match seeding and therefore this distribution can be used to
monitor the cut implicitely performed by the window’s definitions. While some background
for electrons is reduced because of the nature of the reconstruction itself, this is not the case for
photons, so isolation in the ECAL, HCAL and Tracker needs to be performed. Fig. 69 shows
the number of photon candidates with and without isolation requirements.
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Figure 68: E/p for reconstructed electron candidates in Jet events.
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Figure 69: Number of photon candidates in Jet events. Isolated and non isolated candidates are
shown separately.
Typical variables like the ratio of the electromagnetic energy collected in a matrix of 3x3 crystals divided by the super cluster energy (which measure the lateral extension of the shower)
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Entries

were monitored. Figure 6.1 shows how after the loose isolation the isolated candidates are still
dominated by the background.
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Figure 70: Ratio E3 x3/ESC in jet events for isolated and non isolated candidates. The distributions are obtained from the total number of events analysed.

6.2

Jets and Missing Energy Monitoring

The offline JetMET POG monitoring studies distributions including the jet p T , eta, phi, and
mass Several different jet algorithms are available at CMS. At the HLT we will use the IterativeCone algorithm with a fixed event vertex. The recommended cone based algorithm for use
offline is the Seedless Infrared Cone Based (SISCone) algorithm. In addition to calorimeter-only
algorithms there are algorithms which make use of tracking information in order to improve
the jet resolutions. The JetMET POG monitoring produces histograms for the IterativeCone,
SISCone, and the Particle Flow jet algorithms in separate folders. Additional algorithms can
be included if needed. We would expect that in general the distributions for the different jet
algorithms would look very similar. There can be slight differences particularly in the low p T
region where the different algorithms would have different efficiencies.
For Jets and MET related quantities we are mainly interested in the calorimeter performance.
The JetMET POG monitoring will provide an independent cross check of the calorimeter monitoring which is run separately. POG monitoring can also identify problems associated with
offline reconstruction which may not show up at the detector level. For example, the validity
of calibration constants can be tested.
The dominant process at the LHC with be the QCD production of dijet events. In addition
to the main hard scattering we can have energy deposited from beam effects, cosmics and
multiple interactions. A typical triggered event will have multiple jets with different measured
p T s. An example of the inclusive jet p T distribution for the CSA08 sample is shown in Fig 71.
All jets reconstructed in the event are included in the distribution. The data appears smooth
and has a fast falling spectrum as is expected. The J110 sample has a bump around 110 GeV
ˆ cut of 110 GeV when generating the events. For online monitoring
as the result of the low pt
we will want to provide quality information seperately for the Barrel, EndCap, and Forward
calorimeter regions and will provide additional histograms for these different η regions. This
will provides the flexability for the user to select events passing thier quality requirement for a
limited region of the detector.
The inclusive jet eta distribution is shown in Fig 72. One observation is that the distribution is
asymmetric with an excess of events for low eta (-1,0). We can use the other histograms avail-
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Figure 71: The inclusive jet p T distribution for the J20 (left) and J110 (right) samples of the
CSA08 dataset.
able to deduce that these jets have low p T values. The noise in the Monte Carlo simulation is
simulated using realistic conditions obtained from the global runs and varies across the calorimeter. The excess of low p T jets may be the result of the higher simulated noise. For LHC data
noisy beam conditions would show up in the eta distribution where beam losses and beam
halo events can lead to jets being reconstructed in the very forward eta region. The calorimeter
tower structure can also be seen in the distribution. This structure is the result of how the jet
position is determined in the calorimeter.

Figure 72: The inclusive jet eta distribution for the J20 (left) and J110 (right) samples of the
CSA08 dataset.
The inclusive jet phi distribution is shown in Fig 73. We expect to see a flat distribution in phi.
The calorimeter tower structure can be seen in the distribution. Noisy cells could show up as
large spikes in the distribution. The phi distribution together with the eta distribution can be
used to locate noisy cells.
Jets are reconstructed from calorimeter towers. The distribution of calorimeter towers, or constituents, is shown in Fig 74. Detector problems could show up in the distribution as spikes or
tails in the high end of the graph. If we had a region of the calorimeter that was always active
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Figure 73: The inclusive jet phi distribution for the J20 (left) and J110 (right) samples of the
CSA08 dataset.
we could reconstruct “jets” made up of the hot towers.

Figure 74: The distribution of the number of caloTowers that are contained in the jet for the J20
(left) and J110 (right) samples of the CSA08 dataset.
The JetMET POG monitoring was tested during the CSA08 exercise and has been used during
the global runs. We will use the experience gained to tune the histogram ranges and identify
a subset of histograms that are most suitable for the shifter to monitor. In the MC simulation,
we observe an asymmetry in the eta distributions for low p T jets which is attributed to larger
noise in this region. The other distributions that are available look reasonable for the two QCD
samples that were examined.

6.3

Muons Monitoring

Muons in CMS are identified by both the silicon and muon tracking systems and by the calorimeters, so there is a large number of reconstructed objects that can be monitored to identify problems with the detector and reconstruction. For the momentum measurement, the tracking performance monitoring was concerned with the Silicon Tracks, Standalone Muon tracks, and
combined (Global) tracks. Tracker Muons, which consist of a silicon track matched to segments
in the muon system, were also monitored because they are sometimes the only track available
when the standalone muon track is not reconstructed. These various types of tracks are then
combined into the reconstructed muon.
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Figure 75: The fraction of muons which contain standalone and global tracks is much larger in
the Wµν dataset compared to the JetET110 dataset. In the latter sample, most of the muons are
tracker muons (tk) with very low p T and high η.
To monitor the associations and measurement differences between the Standalone, Tracker, and
Global Tracks of the muon, the tracking parameter differences such as ∆φ, ∆η, and ∆(q/p T )
were plotted between the Standalone/Tracker, Tracker/Global, and Standalone/Global combinations of tracks. For each type of track, some of the monitored track performance quantities
are the distributions of η, φ, χ2 and χ2 /n.d.o. f of the track, the distance of closest approach,
and the number of RecHits versus φ and versus η. In addition to the tracks, the muon seed and
muon segment parameters were monitored.
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Figure 76: The difference in q/p T between combinations of track types in the Zµµ dataset. The
momentum of the global track is very close to the inner track momentum in this p T range.
We also monitored the energy deposits in the ECAL, HCAL, and HO calorimeter cells that were
associated with the extrapolated muon track. In the physics samples that had isolated muons,
these energy measurements were found to be consistent with the minimum ionizing particle
hypothesis.
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Figure 77: The energy in the ECAL along the extrapolated muon track is close to the characteristic Landau distribution in Zµµ events.

7

Lessons Learned

The CSA08 challenge has resulted in a rich set of lessons which are highly valuable for completing the commissioning of the experiment, as well as for preparing the initial analysis. From
the data operations side, CSA08 has shown that, in spite of the concurrency of large data quantities of pre-production data coming into the Tier-0 with data masses being exported to the
Tier-1 sites, the resulting congestions were still manageable. Merging and DBS registration
procedures at the CAF revealed some unexpected overhead, which was successfully corrected
in the process. Association of logical file names to tape families turned out to be less trivial
than expected. Otherwise, the production workflows turned out to be rather robust, and in the
end sustained much higher loads than anticipated.
For alignment and calibration, CSA08 has been the first full-scale challenge focusing on conditions simulated as they are relevant for startup, and it had provided highly valuable experience. The AlCaReco skims have been performed in a realistic way, with events being selected
on trigger bit information instead of Monte Carlo truth, and the algorithms generally had little
problems in working with these streams.
Cross-dependences between different kinds of misalignment and -calibration showed their importance, in particular the strong dependence of the HIP muon system alignment on the quality
of the tracker alignment was surprising. In consequence these alignment steps were executed in
appropriate order in the S156 phase of CSA08. While the muon alignment algorithms worked
technically very well and gave consistent results, the accuracy turned out to be very much
statistically limited at 10 pb−1 . At least another order of magnitude in statistics is required
for track-based alignment to considerably improve on the build and survey information, emphasizing that non-collision data like cosmic and beam halo muons, together with laser data,
will form the main source of muon alignment in 2008. One particular lesson was that the production of non-collision data samples would have needed more preparation, with the effect
that only the cosmic muon sample for tracker alignment could be used within the challenge.
Tracker alignment itself performed well within narrow time windows and reached an accuracy
generally better than expected. Generally, more work is needed on including non-collision
data.
Calibration of the ECAL showed the limits of the ϕ symmetry constraint, which are more pronounced with recent software releases due to increased material budget and become notable
due to the excellent pre-calibration of the barrel. Calibration using the Z signal kicked in al-
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ready at 10 pb−1 of integrated luminosity. For HCAL calibration, the first performance of most
of the full workflow with high statistics gave rise to numerous lessons which are being taken
into account in the further tuning of the calibration strategy. The muon DT calibration workflow turned out to be very mature, with additional experience gained with drift velocity calibration. Tracker calibration obtained several important lessons, including the role of saturation
effects in the gain calibration. RPC calibration showed the effectiveness of monitoring the system with a dedicated AlCaReco stream.
On the physics side, CSA08 met a major milestone by using for the first time data reconstructed
with alignment and calibration constants that, unlike CSA07, were derived directly by the
corresponding workflows in a realistic way and under severe time constraints. De-facto the
physics analyses thus performed also a successful validation of these constants. The charged
track analyses saw clearly the high fake rates under startup conditions which were significantly
reduced by improved tracker alignment. The electron analysis turned out to be surprisingly
sensitive to the limited precision of the beam spot determination under initially poor alignment of the pixel detector. The electron selection efficiencies clearly increased with improving
alignment and calibration. Generally, the analysis models worked well both at the CAF and
the Tier-2 centres.

8

Summary and Conclusion

All the major objectives of CSA08 were achieved within the pre-defined 4 week schedule:
The full quota of 150 million events were simulated, reconstructed and re-reconstructed twice
within the time constraints set by the challenge. A comprehensive set of workflows for calibration and alignment of the complete detector were successfully carried out, with a full set
of calibration constants uploaded to the conditions database ready for re-reconstruction within
the target period of 1 week following prompt reconstruction, with the full workflow complexity intended for startup. The experience has shown that most workflows would have little
problem to fit within a 24h cycle. Four detailed physics analyses were successfully carried out
on the CAF and at Tier-2 centres, based on both the prompt and re-reconstructed data.
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